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Eddyville Inmates Release
Hostages Unharmed Today
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EDDYVILLE, Ky. ( AP)
—Three young convicts, seeking a transfer out of the state,
held four hostages for almost 18
hours, then released them today unharmed in the Kentucky
State Penitentiary.
At a news conference the
three were permitted to hold as
part of an agreement with authorities, they said they intended to kill the two corrections officers and two inmates
If guards rushed the canteen in
which they were held.

A disagreement immediately
broke out as to whether authorities had promised transfer to a
prison elsewhere or merely had
pledged to consider it if another
state accepted the Kentucky
prisoners.
Two homemade knifes and a
larger soldering tool were confiscated from the three convicts—Jerry Tingle, 20, of Carrollton; Gerald Fair, 24, of Lexington, and Danny Lee Dobson,
23, of Louisville.
The four hostages said they
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and hearing rehabilitation
PLANNED AT MURRAY STATE--Bids are expected to be let soon on this three-story, brick speech
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center at Murray State University.
mental retardation—along with a
house the three divisions in the department of special education—speech and hearing, reading and
The estimated construction cost is $1.3 million. A
Learning Disabilities Center, the building will also include academic facilities.
of Health, Education and Welfare has been
Department
U.S.
the
of
program
on
Federal grant of $502,561 through the Hill-Burt
awarded to the university for the project.

Groundbreaking On Speech And Hearing
Center at MSU Possible By Late August
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Notification of a $502,561
federal grant to Murray State
University to build a speech and
hearing rehabilitation center
has inspired hope in university
officials for a groundbreaking
on the project in late August or
September.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Where are all those people
who were complaining about
the cold weather and wondering
where spring was.
We'll have to admit we were
right in there griping along with
everybody else.
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The Cardinals have gone
crazy this year. We thought
we had their territories all
figured out bu,t when we saw
four males in the yard
yesterday at one time, we had to
admit defeat. Maybe they have
grown so numerous that their
territorial imperative only
covers their immediate nesting
area rather than an entire back
yard.

Bids are expected to be let on
the three-story brick structure
in the near future, according to
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
adfor
vice-president
ministrative affairs at Murray
State. He said the estimated
construction cost is $1.3 million.
A joint announcement of the
grant award through the HillBurton program of the U.S.
Health,
of
Department
Education and Welfare was
made earlier this week by Sen.
Marlow Cook and First District
Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield.
Hogancamp emphasized the
possibility of additional federal
money if funds impounded by
President Nixon are released.
He said the release of 1973 funds
would increase the Hill-Burton
grant to almost $620,000 as
recommended by the State
Advisory Council for Health
Facilities.

Oak Grove Church
Has Bible School

The annual Vacation Bible
School is now in progress at the
Cumberland
Grove
Oak
Presbyterian Church with
classes being held each morning form nine to eleven a.m.
through Friday, June 29.
Rev. James Garrett, pastor,
said classes will be held for
Quail running from the kindergarten through age
feeder to the woods without sixteen. For transportation,
stopping. Her wings were held persons may call the church,
away trom hez-bisdy to give 437-4601
her the appearance* a winhan
running while holding her
up.(The way skirts used to be,
that is.)
We planted one tomato plant
in the flower bed this year and it
proved to be a good idea. Thus
far it has eight tomatoes on it
and about ten more blooms. We
staked it and it has now grown
higher than the stake. We
taped another stake onto the
other one so we could tie the
thing down.
(See Seen & Heard,Page 10)

John
Bartholomy,
Dr
chairman of the department of
special education at Murray
State, noted that the building
would be ready for occupancy in
December, 1974, if work begins
in August or September of this
year. He added that the
$chedule would be timely in
meeting the requirements of a
Kentucky law to become effective in the fall of 1974.
"Our special education
program will be moving in and
will have the capacity to increase both our academic
enrollment and diagnostic
capabilities at. a time when
Kentucky law requires each
public school system to provide
special education programs,"
he explained.

When Bartholomy first began
working on the project in the
fall of 1%9, it was to be a twostory building to house only
speech and hearing. Construction financing was to be
two-thirds Hill-Burton money
and one-third university money.
Since that time, however, the
project has been expanded to a
three-story structure to house
all three divisions of special
education --reading, mental
retardation and speech and
hearing—along with a Learning
Disabilities Center.
The total cost of adding the
third floor to the building will be
assumed by the university Both
the university board of regents
(See Center,Page 10)

Nixon, Brezhnev End
Summit Talks Today
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif.
(AP) — The United States and
the Soviet Union capped a week
of summit talks today with a
joint promise to seek new arms
curbs, encourage peace in
Cambodia, expand trade and
promote an early East-West
European settlement.
As Soviet leader Leonid I.
Brezhnev headed home to Moscow via Paris, he and President Nixon issued a 3,400-word
communique that declared
prospects are favorable for an
American-Soviet accord to
place stricter limits on strategic offensive nuclear weapons.
The 17-page document, summarizing Nixon-Brezhnev talks
here and in Washington and
Camp David, Md., also set
forth the possibWty of a supersummit of American, Soviet
and European leaders to wrap
up a settlement of issues that
have divided Europe along fading cold war lines since World
War II.
Nixon, who formally concluded his summit talks with
Brezhnev here Sunday, said
their second face-to-face meeting in 13 months held the promise of "peace for all the people
of the world."

Outlook Wednesday through
Friday: Considerable cloudiness, very warm and humid
Wednesday through Friday
with scattered thundershowers.
High around 90 and low in the
upper 60s through the period.

Two Accidents
Occur In City
Over Weekend

Of Watergate

Dean Testifies He Doesn't
Think Nixon Knew Implications
volved that he did not realize volved in covering up the wireor appreciate at any time the tapping from the first day or
implications of his own in- two after the June 17, 1972,
volvement, and I think that break-in at Democratic headwhen the facts come out. I hope quarters.
He said a Haldeman aide,
the President is forgiven,"
Dean said as he began testi- Gordon Strachan, told him that
fying at the Senate's televised he had destroyed "damaging
materials" in Haldeman's file
Watergate hearings
Dean said two of Nixon's top after the break-in. He said Eh"It's my honest belief that aides, H.R. Haldeman and John rlichman insisted that one of
while the President was in- D. Ehrlichman, had been in- the wiretappers, E Howard
Hunt, be ordered out of the
country. He said Ehrlichman
told him to throw embarrassing
material, found in Hunt's White
House safe, into the Potomac
River.
Dean also said he believes
that former presidential counselor Charles W. Colson was
more deeply involved in the affair than he admitted. He said
former Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell approved payoffs to silence the Watergate defendants.
A day or so after the breakin, Dean said, he told Asst.
Atty. Gen. Henry Petersen, who

—
( AP )
WASHINGTON
Ousted White House counsel
John W Dean III testified today that he belives President
Nixon was involved in the Watergate affair but didn't realize
the implications
He said he hopes Nixon will
be forgiven when all the facts
are known

Two accidents were reported
over the weekend to the Murray
City Police.
The first accident occurred
Friday at 2 p.m. on North Fifth
Street.
Police said a car owned by
011ie Webb Barnett of Murray
was parked when it was struck
by a 1970 four door driven by
Robert S. Usrey of 1605 Locust
Drive.
The police report said-that the
Usrey vehicle was attempting
to park and pulled in too close to
the Barnett car aned struck the
parked car in the front bumper.
The Barnett vehicle had
damage to the front bumper
while the left side of the Usrey
damage,
received
car
policemen said.
A collision occurred Saturday
at 12:07 p.m. at the intersection
of Fifth and Poplar.
A 1970 two door driven by
Jerry Wayne Allen of 804 North
19th had turned south on South
15th off Poplar when it was
struck in the rear by another
car, police said.
The second car was driven by
Marilyn Parks Chatrnan of 1309
Robertson Drive, policemen
said.
The Allen vehicle had damage
to the rear end and the motor
while the Chatznan car received
damage to the front bumper,
investigating officers said.

Nine Area
Residents
Get Grants
Nine area residents have been
awarded $150 Board of Regents
scholarships to attend Murray
State University for the 1973-74
school year.
The recipients and the schools
they graduated from are:
Sherrly Lynne Bucy, New
Concord, Calloway County High
School; Anne James Erwin, 807
Doran Road, Murray, Murray
High School; Evelyn Dell Jones,
Box 189, Mayfield, Calloway
County High School.
Nancy Carol Herndon, 803
Meadow Lane, Murray, Murray
High School; Janey Nell Kelso,
Rt, 7, Murray, Calloway County
High School,Kathy Ann Rogers,
207 No. 16th St., Murray,
Murray High School.
Nancy Lu Spann, 1204 East
Dogwood, Murray, Murray
High School; Pam Renee
Tucker, Lynwood Ct., Murray,
Murray High School; Sabrina
Ann Tucker, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
alloway County High School.

had been on death row for murder until the Supreme Court
outlawed capital punishment.
Hardy Stepp, also of Jefferson
County, serving 20 years for
armed robbery, was the other
inmate hostage.
Fair acknowledged to reporters that "our conduct record
here has not been the best" but
he said the three were mistreated, that "life is hard" and
that they all wanted "a new
start" in a different prison.
"We're fed up, we want a
change," Dobson added, also
(See Eddyvflie, Page 10)

Heart Clinic
For Children
Is Held Here
A children's heart clinic was
held June 21 and M at the
Health
County
Calloway
Department for heart patients
referred by their family
physicians. Thirty-four children
attended this two-day clinic.
Dr. Suject Singh, Professor of
Medicine, and three assisting
Robert
Dr.
physicians,
Solinger, Dr. Jayaainghe and
Dr. T.P. Ly from the University
of Louisville School of Medicine
conducted the clinic.
Other volunteers assisting
were Mrs. Janet Kirk, RN; Mrs.
Odell& Imes, RN; Mrs.
Daphene Mowery, RN; Mrs.
Vicki Nance, X-ray tecnician
and clerk; Chester Payton,
Senior X-ray tecnician; Charles
Heart
Kentucky
Ross,
Association Field Director; and
women of the Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi.
These ladies assisted the
doctors, nurses, and clinic
personnel with registration and
examination of the children.
They also provided and served
food to all attending the clinic.
Mrs. Williard Alla, MurrayCalloway County Heart Fund
Chairman thanked the County
Heath Center for allowing the
clinic to be held in its facilities;
all volunteer workers from
Murray; and the Ryan Milk
for
supplying
Company
lemonade for those attending
the clinic.
This was the second heart
clinic to be held In Murray for
children from Calloway and
surrounding counties. This
community service will be
continued with support through
contributions to the Kentucky
Heart Association each year,.
Mrs. Ails said.
The clinic was sponsored by
Heart
Kentucky
the
Association, the Calloway
County Health Department, and
the State Department of Health.

(See Watergate,Page 10)

The Weather
Partly cloudy and hot tonight
with a slight chance of evening
thundershowers. Low tonight
around 70. Tuesday hot and humid with chance of afternoon
oi evening thundershowers.

Voicing agreement, Brezhnev
said the marathon negotiations
meant "political detente is
being backed up by military detente."
The communique, although it
contained no major surprises,
I See Summit,Page 10

were not mistreated, but one
added he was a bit frightened.
Commissioner
Corrections
Charles Holmes told newsmen
that a "compromise" had been
reached, but that the convicts
specifically had been denied
amnesty.
One of their preliminary cks.-.
mands, a transfer to the ma,—
dium security state reformatory at LaGrange, was to be
granted later in the day. But
whether the three then would
go to a prison in Arizona, Missouri or Washington, as they
demanded, was problematical.
Kentucky has an exchange
compact with a dozen other
states but authorities said only
the ones with Missouri and Anzone currently are functioning
and then only when those states
have convicts to exchange for
Kentuckians.
Penitentiary Supt. Henry
Cowan said the other 1,100 inmates in this fortress-like institution on the banks of the
Cumberland River in Western
Kentucky, were calm throughout the incident.
"Nobody acted as if they
wanted to join ( the three),"
Cowan said. "We had breakfast
as usual this morning."
The hostages included Guard
Guy Lowry of Tolu in Crittenden County and Paul Gray of
Eddyville, a civilian employe.
The inmates included August
Meyer of Jefferson County, who

Hazel Senior Citizens
To Have Luncheon Meet
AUTOGRAPHING HISTORY—Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president emeritus of Murray State
University and author of a recently released history of the school, autographs copies in the university
bookstore. Shown with him are Dr. Harry M. Sparks (left, university president, and Bobby McDowell, bookstore manager. Entitled "Fifty Years of Progress: A History of Murray State
University 1922-1972," the book is available for sale at the bookstore in both hardbound and paperback form. The sale price is $5 for a hardbound copy and $4 for a paperback copy. As requested by Dr.
Woods, proceeds from the sales go to the Ralph H. Woods Alumni Scholarship presented each spring
to a handicapped student.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley

The Hazel Community Senior
Citizens will have a fondue
luncheon at the Hazel United
Methodist Church on Wednesday, June 27, at eleven a.m.
Mrs. Gladys Jarrett will
demonstrate the preparation
and cooking of fondue dishes.
Each person who attends the
fonue demonstration is aked to
bring a salad or a dessert.

HEART CLINIC — Volunteers from the Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi assisted In the
childrens' Heart Clinic held Thursday and Friday at the Calloway County Health Center. Dr. Surject
Singh, Professor of Medicine, along with Doctors Robert Solinger, T. P. Ly and Jayasighe,
physicains from the University of Louisville School of Medicine conducted the clinic. Lett to rightMrs. Willard Ails, Calloway County Heart Fund Chairman; Mrs. Larry Stubblefield, Mrs. Kenny
Thomas and Mrs. Pearly McClure, Beta Sigma Phi volunteers; Dr. Surject Singh; and Christopher
Ford, a patient %ho is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ford of Murray.
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Indy: Only a Relic
- Reluctantly we have come to the conclusion that
the Indianapolis 500 auto race has outlived its time.
No longer is it sport, and no longer it is related to
the perfection of mechanical equipment usable by
the society.
How can it be sport when it sacrifices humans to
achieve 200 miles-per-hour speeds? How can it be
argued that mechanical equipment is perfected
when the tires are totally slick gumballs which
cannot be used on wet pavement?
What Indy has become is a a tawdry, terrifying
spectacle that is a bad example of how to drive or
how to survive.
A.J. Foyt said the other day. "The speed in
bigtime racing today is so fast it scares me."
It should. No human is capable of demonstrating
his superior reflexes at 200 mph if somebody up
ahead loses control of his car.
Indy served its purpose. Your passenger car this
day is safer because of the advances there. It
served as sport, too. The marvelous athletes of the
track once were able to control their machines.
No more. Indy has come.to that sad state of all
institutions. It has outlived its time.—Atlanta (Ga.)
Constitution

Quickly Said
If everyone told all they really knew, there'd be a
vast conversational lull in about five minutes.—
Charleston (S.C.) News and Courier.

-Perpetual Motion
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SENSING
THE NEWS
Harrigan

By Anthony
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Southern States Industrial Council

John 0. Webb,an odd-job worker of Ripley, Okla.,
Subsidized Housing
contends he has invented a perpetual motion
While the Watergate affair
machine after 15 years of testing but that he has commands public attention, it
dismantled the model in fear that his idea might be would be tragic if the American
stolen. But how did he stop it to dismantle it?—Little people overlooked the substantial achievements of the
Rock (Ark.) Arkansas Gazette.
Nixon administration in ap-

Ten Years Ago Today

20 Years Ago Today

Isn't It The Truth!

SBA to Provide
Counseling In
Paducah Area

NEW YORK, N.Y. — In the
first quarter of the year profits
of makers of building products
and materials showed a 64 per
cent gain on a sales rise of 27
per cent, compared to the first
quarter of 1972, it was announced by the F.W. Dodge
Division of McGraw-Hill Information System; Company.
Noted for its Dodge Reports
on construction activity and
Sweet's Catalogs of building
product information, the firm
—reported its latest quarterly
review of 62 major makers of
building materials in 14 different product categories.
According to George A.
Christie, vice president and
chief economist of Dodge, "The
large profit gain of the group
during 1973's opening quarter
was the result of the highly
favorable marketing climate
this industry has faced for the
past several quarters: heavy
demand for building materials
from both housing and
nonresidential building sources,
and rising prices. In the opening
quarter of this year, both
shipments and prices surged to
new highs."
Profits of companies in the
forest products group more
than doubled during the first
quarter, due to the strong surge
in housing and soaring lumber
prices. "Lumber and plywood
prices gained 24 per cent during
the 12 months ending in March," Christie pointed out,
"while the costs of all industrial
commodities gained only five
per cent and the average price
of other building products in-

creased three per cent."
segment
coatings
The
reviewed by Dodge also showed
a doubling of profit*, but price
increases were not a factor.
Christie attributed the gain to
substantially increased sales.
"Although the housing boom
still remained the prime contributor to the profit surge of the
manufacturers in our sampling," said Christie, "the
rapidly growing nonresidential
sector has been playing an
increasingly important role.
With the housing boom past its
peak and with persistent
weakness in the nonbuilding
area, further profits gains will
hinge more and more on the
growth in nonresidential construction in the months ahead."
First-quarter profits of firms
in the 14 product categories
reported by Dodge were:
Coatings (3 companies), up
119 per cent;

Forest Products (6 companies), up 114 per cent;
Aluminum (3 companies), up
88 per cent;
Electrical Fixtures and
Fittings (5 companies), up 48
per cent;
Iron and Steel (4 companies ),
up 44 per cent;
Heavy Equipment (6 companies), up 44 per cent
Plumbing and Fixtures 3
companies), up 34 per cent;
Cement (9 companies), up 25
per cent;
Controls(4 companies), up 23
per cent;
Multiprociucts(6 companies ),
up 22 per cent;
Tools and Hardware I 5
companies), up 21 per cent;
Glass (3 companies), up 14
per'cent;
Gypsum(2 companies), up 10
per cent;
Heating and Air Conditioning
(3 companies), up 4 per cent

Fisher-Price nnounces
New Belgium Facilities

Fisher-Price Toys has an- production began in mid-May of
nounced completion of a 65,000 this year.
"Our Belgian plant will
square foot, $1 million
manufacturing facility in enable us to meet a growing
Belgium that will enable the market for quality puzzles in
expand the United States and Europe,"
to
company
significantly it., puzzle-making said Henry H. Coords, president
capability. A new Fisher-Price of Fisher-Price. "We've been
plant is low under con- very much encouraged by
thus far and the new
struction north of Murray.
ill give us the extra
we
t e
Located in Kaulille, the plant afT2Ir
is managed by officials of production capability we need."
Fisher-Price introduced the
Simplex Toys, a well-known
manufacturer of wooden puz- puzzle line on a limited basis in
zles and edudational toys which 1971 with distribution confined
became a subsidiary of Fisher- to the Northeast. The puzzles
1972. were fully distributed in 1972.
July,
in
Price
Headquarters for Simplex is in
Besides the Fisher-Price
Aalst, The Netherlands.
puzzles, Simplex produces a
The new plant will be staffed
passage of local taxes for
large variety of wooden toys
library services by cam- by some 200 employees who will
that are sold under its own
perform a variety of sawing,
paigning across the state.
name. The line has been imBorn in St. Louis in 1906, she silk-screening and finishing
ported into the United States for
the
Presently,
received a B.A. from the city's operations.
years, but to date,
10
Washington University and a Fisher-Price line of "Pick-up &
been limited.
12 distribution has
master of library science Peek" puzzles includes
a Division of
is
Fisher-Price
high
of
constructed
Louis
titles, each
degree from the St.
Library School. She was a book quality plywood with a "picture The Quaker Oats Company with
reviewer for the American discovery" hidden beneath each headquarters in East Aurora
(NY). The company employs
Library Association in Chicago removable piece.
Ground was broken on the over 4500 in three Western New
from 1935 to 1540, when she
became a U.S. Army librarian new facWty in Dec., 1972 and York plants.
at Jefferson Barracks, Mo.
She was head of the Louisville
Free Public Library's Circulation Department from 1543
to 1964. Miss Willis was named
coordinator of the state's
Library Extension Division in
1966. She became director of the
division in 1957 and was named
state librarian when the
division gained departmental
status in 1982.
A former president of the
Kentucky Library Association,
her affiliations include membership in the American
Library Association, the
COMING THUR. for 6 BIG NITESII
Southeastern Library
Association and the Kentucky
IVIOUEE1,1 IVIrtiAiliA1111 1
Historical Society.
TH I: GETAWAY
"I'm getting old and I'm
getting tired," Miss Willis said.
"I need to give this job to
someone with plenty of pep I'm
very pleased the Governor has
chosen Charlie Hinds."
Hinds,49, has been director of
libraries at Murray State
University for the past six
years. A Henderson native, he
formerly has served as director
of both the Kentucky Historical
Society and the state archives.
Hinds has a bachelor's degree
In history and a master's degree
in library science from the
University of Kentucky.
In announcing Hinds' appointment, Gov. Wendell Ford
said: "Kentucky is indebted to
MIMI Willis for her outstanding
service to the residents of this
state, for it was under her
capable leadership that the
Kentucky library system has
reached the level of success for
SZTiVe
164118144
which it is recognized today."
boil&Ws MAIM
EI EEO

Retiring State Librarian
Just Keeps 0n 'Trying'
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
secret of State Librarian
Margaret Willis' success? She
keeps trYint1
Through thick and thin,
through building expansion and
library fund cuts, Miss Willis
said she has "just kept
working. Talking doesn't do
much to help."
Miss Willis plans to keep
working even after her July 1
retirement. She will assist her
successor, Charles Franklin
Hinds, by directing the library's
field services until the end of
January.
"I believe we're poised at a
point where we can eitber go
way ahead or go backwards,"
Miss Willis said of the state
library system.
"Going ahead" has been the
direction for the system since
Miss Willis began serving as
state librarian in 1962. Her
accomplishments include:
—expanding the bookmobile
service from a few converted
panel trucks to the nation's
largest fleet of specially
equipped traveling libraries.
—developing the federally
funded Kentucky Library
Communications Network,
where requests for certain
books are channeled from a
regional library to the main
department in Frankfort by
a
or
telephone
mail,
teletypewriter machine.

the taxpayers who have to pick
up the tab for the federal social
and economic experiments. So
more power to Mr. Nixon for
Imposing the moratorium.
The types who profit train
subsidized housing are making
say that
plying a brake to hurtful federal a lot of noise. They
programs that have gone un- critics of federal housing are
lacking in humanitarian values.
checked for years.
federally
A case in point is President They declare that
rural areas
Nixon's moratorium on sub- assisted housing in
LEDGER•TIMES FILE
This is transforming those areas.
housing.
sidized
less
moratorium is of major benefit There's really nothing
TVA said today it is ready to begin work im- to the nation's taxpayers who convincing than the profiteer in
spouting
mediately on the Land Between the Lakes National have been bilked for years. The giveaway programs
critics
The
blather.
sentimental
Recreational area if Congress acts favorably on beneficiaries of federally of subsidized housing are
inwhich
housing,
subsidized
President Kennedy's request for the necessary S4 clude organizations set up to simply asking for equity for all
million addition to TVA appropriation for the new profit from the government taxpayers. If one citizen pays
fiscal year.
programs, are furious at the his rent or buys his home
Mrs. Claude Anderson was installed as new cut-off of taxpayer funds. But without a handout, there is no
reason why government should
president of the American Legion Auxiliary at the the majority of citizens has create a privileged class of
the
As
rejoice.
to
reason
every
Hall.
Legion
meeting held at the
administration has pointed out, citizens who get a rent supMiss Patricia Jo Beale, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. the housing programs have plement or a subsidized purMax Beale of Murray, and Alvie Neal Sellars, son of become "inequitable, wasteful chase.
But that's what the federal
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Buchanan of Paducah, were and ineffective."
did for years—until
government
Church,
Baptist
favor
First
to
the
likely
is
at
public
23
The
married June
the moratorium when it learns the moratorium was imposed.
Murray.
As for the housing in rural
sums expended
• Mr. and-Mia. Theron Riley and children of Falls about the vasthousing.
The 2.3 areas—of course, the new
on subsidized
Mrs.
parents,
their
of
guests
Church, Va., are the
million units produced thus far federally assisted housing adds
011us Cain and Mr. and Mrs. Carlin Riley.
have cost an estimated $8.3 to the attractiveness of an area
IA-billion in federal payouts. The that might have numerous
...Wall Street Journal reports that decrepit dwellings. But, again,
'-'estimates of the total lifetime why should one set of families
cost of reaching Congress' be singled out for aid—be
LEDGER•MIZE MLR
avowed goal of six million units placed in a comfortable, new
by 1978 range downward from ranchstyle house, for examMr. Nixon's upper limit of $95 ple—while other families have
F.B.
Mrs:
45,
age
Mason,
Rex
Deaths reported are
billion." At any rate, the annual to pay their own way insofar as
is
McDaniel,age 62,and Mrs. Allie Bright,age 67.
concerned?
subsidy costs, which run about housing
New officers of the,Murray Lions Club are Charles $2 billion a year would rise to Something is wrong in a society
Oakley, Neal Brooks, C.B. Ford, Vernon Anderson, about $7 billion to achieve the that heaps benefits on its least
productive, least energetic
Maurice Ryan,Robert Moyer,J. I. Hosick, and John six million unit goal set by citizens,
and puts a heavy tax
congressional spenders.
Parker.
The federal subsidized burden on those citizens who
the
at
speaker
Rev. Thomas Ed Adams will be the
housing program has been display self-reliance and prefer
Calloway County Baptist Youth Rally to be held on scandal-ridden, with especially pay-as-you-go in meeting
in financial responsibilities.
outrages
disturbing
June 27.
The subsidized drones and the
Mr. and Mrs. B.J. Stagner and daughter, Martha Philadelphia, Chicago and
subsidy
from
one
profiteers
only
is
But
scandal
Detroit.
to
trip
weeks
two
a
from
Jean, have returned
attractive feature of the sub- programs together consitute a
York.
New
and
Maine,
Mass.,
Westfield,
formidable and noisy pressure
sidized housing fiasco.
William P. Cheshire, editorial group.
director of WRAL-TV in
Raleigh, N.C., and one of
electronic journalism's sharpest commentators on federal
• And they akwith one consent began to make exgiveaway programs, asserts
that "Incompetence is its
itise.—Luke 14:18.
curse." He notes that "the
have
we
when
excuses
flimsy
'How often we make
ambitious Pruitt-Igoe project in
we
know
we
and
invitation
divine
some
answer
to
The Small Business AdSt. Louis is typical. This
are not being honest,with God.
gigantic effort was designed to ministration provides counin the
produce low-cost, 'showcase' seling for persons
housing units for 10,000 of the Paducah area on the 1st and 3rd
city's poor. At a cost of $75 Thursday of each month. A
million, 33 high-rise buildings SCORE Counselor will be
went up on the government's 60- available for interviewing and
by Carl Riblet Jr.
counseling from 9:00 a.m., UI
Just like most political types, Vice President acre site, and almost instantly
were ovtirrun by dope addicts 12:00 Noon on the 1st Thursday,
Agnew appears to have difficulty swallowing and muggers... At an additional and on the 3rd Thursday from
however, he cost of $38 million, a demolition 9:00 a.m., til 12:00 Noon by a
humble pie. As compensation,
from the
possesses the handy talent of being able to voice hi
program was launched. Several Loan Officer
Office of
District
Louisville
and
up,
were
blown
high-rises
in
throat.
his
stick
thoughts as they
---,—
others had their top seven SBA.
"A vice president may doublt his caoffice is located in the
The
stories
lopped
off."
pacity to lead, but he should not downgrade his
The victims in this and other City Hall on the first floor. The
capacity to divide."
subsidized housing projects are phone number is ( 502) 444-6381.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
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—developing the Department
of Libraries in Frankfort into
the headquarters for 16 regional
library systems throughout
Kentucky.
—beginning book services to
institutions, including hospitals
and prisons.
— renovating or building
libraries in many Kentucky
counties.
"I just kept trying, that's all,"
Miss Willis said. "I'm just a
homey old gal."
Miss Willis has campaigned
for funds for library expansion,
buildings, renovation, supplies,
and bookmobiles. She also won
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"Fists of Fury"
• A Notional General Pictures Release
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Starts Wad - Burt Reynolds in

'WHITE

LIGHTENING'

The Modern Moortshiner's Story!! (PG
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Coffee Cup Chatter

Neither sensible nor
cheap—just insensitive
By Abigail Van fluren
DEAR ABBY: 1 am a middle-aged woman who is
presently dating a man a few years elder than I am. He is
loaded with money and takes me to all the finest places. He
has a fine automobile, dresses expensively and beautifully,
and is very good-looking. He sounds perfect, doesn't he?
Well, he would be, except for one fault. He HATES to tip.
And I mean he absolutely will not tip anyone a dime for
anything unless that person has performed a special service other than what he is being paid to do.
For example: We will go to a restaurant and if this
gentleman thinks the food is exceptionally good he will send
a $5 bill to the COOK. [He says: "Why tip the waiter? He
just serves it. The cook deserves the tip."] He will tip a
waiter only if the waiter gives him extra special service.
Doormen get nothing. ["I can open the dooi myself,"
be says.] Captains get nothing. ["He's supposed to show us
to our table.") Parking attendants get nothing.
This man claims be is not cheap—just sensible. Do you
think he's "sensible" or cheap?
EMBARRASSED
DEAR EMBARRASSED: Any man who tips the cook
for excellence cannot be considered "cheap." [Too few
even think of It.I However, he should realise that many
people who perform services depend upon their tips for
their bread and butter. I know it shouldn't be that way,
but, unfortunately, that's the way it Is.
DEAR ABBY: I am 5 foot 7 [stocking feet), 20 years
old, and am told I have a very beautiful face and figure.
My boy friend, who I am beginning to love dearly, is 5 foot
6. David is very handsome, but on the stocky side.
I find that the difference in our height bothers me. I
am very uncomfortable when he and I are out together,
and I keep hoping we won't run into people we know. When
we do, I imagine they are thinking - "My goodness, SHE is
taller than HE is!" I realize that a man's height shouldn't
be all that important, but I am torn apart worrying about
what people think and say about it.
I'm beginning to think it just won't work out between
David and me. I'm so afraid if I marry him I will always
think maybe I should have waited for a taller man. TORN
DEAR TORN: U the one-inch difference in height is
such a serious source of concern to you now, you'd be wise
to look for • taller fellow. You say a man's height shouldn't
be THAT Important, but face It, to you it IS!
DEAR ABBY. Some time ago I foolishly shoplifted a
small item from a department store. I was caught, arrested, and prosecuted. Now my name is permanently engraved in the police files Soop I will be looking for a new
job, which brings me to my problem. On every job application is the question: "Do you have a police record?" Or:
"Have you ever been arrested?" lam not a criminal, and I
feel that I have learned my lesson. I don't want to lie, but I
don't want to spoil my chances for getting a job.
Should I say "No" to the question? The item I took was
worth less than $5, which the store got back anyway, and
for which I paid many times over in many ways. Must I
pay for this mistake for the rest of my life? If I say "No,"
could a prospective employer press charges against me for
falsifying an application?
Please help, Abby. Perhaps your answer could help
other people in the same predicament.
SORRY
DEAR SORRY: Don't compound your problem by adding yet another offense to It. Tell the truth, and accept the
consequences.
Problems? You'll feel better if you get It off your chest.
For a personal reply, mite to ABBY: Box No, MN, L. A..
Calif. ffeeell. Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope.
please.

By University of
Kentucky County Extension
Agents for Home Economics
Don't mix insecticides and
herbicides. Putting Insecticides
on garden plants with a sprayer
in which herbicides (weed
killers) have been used can be
very damaging unless the
sprayer has been well cleaned.
ff possible, use different spray
equipment for insecticides and
herbicides. If you must use the
same equipment for both, clean
it well between each use.
A solution of 11 cup of
household ammonia in 2 gallons
Of water can be used to clean
spray equipment. Flush some of
the solution through the nozzle
and let the sprayer stand
overnight with the solution in it.
Then rinse all parts throughly
with clean water.—Maxine
Griffin, Federal Bldg., Clinton,
Ky. 42041 Phone: 653-2231.

Why is macaroni slowly
added to rapidly boiling water?
Macaroni has a high starch
content and swells as it cooks
and absorbs water. A large
amount of water is needed for
the macaroni to expand and to
keep the pieces from sticking
together. Adding macaroni
slowly to rapidly boiling water
gives the pieces less chance to
stick together and settle to the
bottom of the pan. If macaroni
is dumped into boiling water
I specifically if a small amount
of water is used., at least some
of the macaroni will tend to
stick together or sink to the
bottom.
Patricia Curtsinger, Courthouse, Benton, Ky 42025
Phone: 527-6601.
When selectini a readymade
garment with a durable-press
finish, ask yourself these
questions: 1. Does that hangtag
give fiber contnet? Brand
name? Is a permanent care
lebel attached to garment? 2.
Does the garment fit?
(Alterations are difficult to
make) 3. Are the seams,
pockets, plackets, and zippers
flat and smooth? (Puckers
won't come out in laundering.)
4. Are there any wrinkles in the
garment? (These wrinkles will
not come out. 5. Is the• color
even, with no streaks, or
mottling?.—Catherine C.
Thompson, Hickman, Ky 42050
Phone: 236-2351.

Turn permanent press garments inside out before washing
to help reduce abrasion on
pleats and creases. Wash
frequently, using sifficent
detergent to hold soil in
suspension through the wash
cycle.—Dean Roper, Courthouse, Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Phone: 247-2334.
The most frequent causes of
washing
in
breakdowns
machines, are overloading,
uneven loading, too much soap,
and objects such as nails,
hairpins or other small metal
objects left in pockets. These

Plastics Influence New Furniture

Carson-Morton Engagement

Plastics are having the
greatest impact on the furniture
industry today, reports an interior design specialist with the
Tennessee
of
University
Agricultural Extension Service.

objects can damage the
mechanism of the washer. In
dryers, the troublemakers are
overloading and not setting the
right temperature for the right
fabric.
In refrigerators, defrosting
with a sharp instrument or not
defrosting often enough will
cause problems. Overloading
and too much jiggling of the
temperature setting can also
cause trouble.
A good idea, too, before
buying a major appliance, is to
acquaint yourself with its
features, its functions, and its
price in relation to similar
appliances. —Barletta Wrather,
209 Maple St., Murray, Ky 42071
Phone: 753-1452.

"Not only does plastic have
construction
excellent
characteristics but its aesthetic
appeal is part of the new approach to design," explains
Madge Guffey, UT assistant
professor "Plastics can be
molded, woven, pressed,
stamped and intertwined into
every facet of life."

Beef Blade Steaks
Are Thrifty, Testy

Women Of Good
Shepherd Church
Have Recent Meet
The United Methodist Women
of the Good ShePherd Church
met in the sanctuary of the
church on June 19, with Mrs.
Maggie Woods, president,
presiding.
Mrs. Olia Lassiter gave the
The
prayer.
opening
treasurer's report was given by
Mrs. Libby Mahan and Mrs.
Emma Knight read the
minutes.
It was announced that the
summer retreat will be held
July 12-13 at Lambuth College in
Jackson, Tenn., and the School
of Mission will be held at
Larnbuth August, 6-9.
Mrs. Mahan gave an interesting program on community missions, national as
well as local.
The scripture was read from
Matthew and Mrs. Lee Lassiter
gave the meditation.
The missions on housing was
given by Mrs. Mildred Sznith,
the mission among the aged
was given by Mrs. Reba Miller
and the mission for a minority
was given by Mrs. Olea
Lassiter.
A guest speaker, Mrs.
Richard Fitzzaland, told of
what the people of the Catholic
Church are doing for others.
The closing prayer was led by
Mrs. Mahan.
not
attending,
Others
previously mentioned, were.
Mrs. Ruth Wilson, Mrs. Ester
Sig:mon, and Mrs. Lois Marsh.
Mrs. Wood was hostess.

•;1.̀

Miss Hazel Carson
Mr and Mrs. Daymond Carson, Route One Kirksey, announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Hazel, to James Dan Morton, son of Mr. and Mrs. James C.
Morton, Route One Hazel.
The wedding vows will be solemnized August 17, at seven p.m.
at the Oak Grove Baptist Church in Puryear.
Mortor is a 1972 graduate of Calloway County High School and
is presently employed at Ryan Milk Company. Miss Carson is a
1971 graduate of Murray High School and is employed at
Southside I.G.A.
A reception will be held immediately following the wedding at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Wisehart, 203 Woocllawn. Only
out-of-town invitations are being sent, and friends and relatives
are invited to the wedding.
Miss Carson is the granciaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred McClure
and Mr. and Mrs. James Lloyd Carson. She is the greatgrandaughter of Mrs. Altie Carson.
Morton is the grandson of the late Rev, and Mrs. T.G. Shelton
and Mrs. Lillian Gilbert Shelton, and Mrs. Thomas Morton, and
the late Mr. Morton.

•
•

•
•

Looking for a thrifty steak
for your next cookout? Select
beef blade steaks and you'll
save dimes or dollars, depending upon the number you
need.
These steaks, cut from the
beef chuck, although somewhat less tender than Porterhouse or sirloin, are especially
delicious and satisfactory for
broiling when cut thin and
marinated, according to Reba
Staggs, home economist of
the National Live Stock and
Meat Board. Choose a bottled
barbecue sauce or make your
own.
Barbecued Beef
Blade Steaks
2 beef blade steaks, cut
inch thick
1/2 to
1 cup bottled barbecue
sauce
Place steaks in flat pan or
plastic bag. Pour barbecue
sauce over steaks, turning to
coat all sides. Marinate in
refrigerator 4 hours or overnight, turning after 2 hours.
Place steaks on grill or on
rack in broiler pan 4 to 5
inches from heat. Broil at
moderate temperature for 7
to 10 minutes on each side,
depending on degree of doneness desired (rare or medium). Brush with barbecue
sauce before and after turning. 4 to 6 servings.

NOT ALL CRAB APPLES
ARE FOR THROWING
Many of us associate crab ap-.
pies with small boys because
youngsters have a habit of.tossing crab apples at each other In •
playful battles This is fine for
the kids, but adults can find
their enjoyment in the beauty of
the flowering crab apole tree. ••••
The crab apple is highly prized
by many Oriental and American
gardeners who specialize in
growing ornamentals. These
trees produce lovely white, pink .
and rose-colored flowers which
are most fragrant. The crab pp Ie is planted far and wide in
the United States and is found in ,
many public pa-ks and gardens.
The l'.7auty of flowering trees
:Ind plants is oar of God's great ,
handiworks. This beauty is intended for the enjoyment of mankind Se, why don't you spread
a little fey by sending that "ape- .
elm wallet:43e- a bouquet of flowers. Telephone your order to us.

erpoi. —.Starts Monday, 10:00 a.m.
9
'
54c0

ava.
120 at Poplar St.
75341N
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FROM OUR REGULAR STOCK
On the Balcony * On the Main Floor

Many Varieties
All types of knits are relatively new for upholstery fabric. These fabrics offer better fit and can be produced
with less labor and, therefore, at lower cost. They
may stretch and snag if given rough treatment. Some
knits for upholstery are laminated to a foam backing for
greater stability.

Refrigerate Coconut
Coconut that comes in
cans or packages should be
refrigerated, tightly covered, after it has been opened.

Spring-Summer-Missy-Junior
* Sportswear
* Swim wear
* Tops
* Pants
* Skirts
* Jackets
* Dresses

* Long Dresses
* Pant Suits
* Jeans
* Body Suits
* Capes

2
3.01/
1/
Off

SHOE SALE

Maiden Form

Spring and Summer Shoes

Vanity fair

STARTS TODAY!!
Name Brands - First Quality

2
1

Illy
Barbara Jewell

SPRING-SUMMER CLEARANCE

* Jewelry
* Lingerie
eeee

/

In furniture, plastics mean
light weight, long wear and easy
care. They can be engineer
for specific uses, from soft
to
materials
cushioning
protective laminates for table
tops and rigid structural
components
"Plastics are extremely
versatile because they can be
molded, extruded, or formed
into virtually any shape limited
only by the imagination of the
designer," continues Miss
Gutfey. "Take a new look at
plastics. They may be an answer to your furnishing needs."

Already

Discounted

Now On!

,

e,

SHOES
$900
$500
to

Values to '20.00

and

Values

BRA SALE

e

Over 8 Styles - 8 Colors
"A-B-C-D-DD"

e

-$18.00

e

Panty Hose 2 Pairs $100
e

Store Hours This Week:
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

•
•

USE YOUR CHARGE — NO LAY-A-WAYS, NO APPROVALS
•

Price
1

Jim's Shoe Outlet
SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER
ALL SALES FINAL - NO EXCHANGES - NO REFUNDS

"The Happy Yellow Store"

S
ETON'
LITTL
Murray, Ky.
Court Square

•

•

•
•
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By
Mike Brandon

Dale McCuiston Fires
One-Hitter For Giants

Revson In Pole Spot
For The Schaefer 500

BY BLOYS BRIT
AP Auto Racing Writer
MOUNT POCONO, Pa. (AP)
singles while Mike Kurz and — Peter Revson will start in
Mike Todd each singled and the pole position in Sunday's
Dwight McDowell doubled.
Schaefer 500. The fact that he's
sitting there isn't all that surthe
in
p.m.
6
at
Tonight
he's running for
Kentucky League, the Cards pising, because
Team
well-backed
the
will meet the Mets.
McLaren.
Friday
action
League
Little
Jerry Karl drives for one of
night found the Yanks edging
owners
the Cubs 12-11 while the Twins the unsung independent
Club's
Auto
U.S.
the
ply
who
22-0.
Nats
routed the
championship circuit. His maLittle
Saturday games in the
chine is powered by a turboLeague found the Twins shuting charged Chevrolet engine.
out the Nats 7-0 while the Astros
Some people will tell you he's
edged the Cards 6-4.
got two strikes against him beNo further information was fore even firing up his stockavailable on the Little League blocker. He has to match horsepower with the $3,000 Offenhaugames

9er and Ford racing plants.
Revson and 28 other drivers
are assured of starts in the
$400,000 Schaefer—third richest
auto race in this country and
one of three 500 milers that
make up USAC's "triple
crown" series. Karl isn't sure
of a start yet, but he almost
had one in the bag.
Karl and his car, a product of
Smoky Yunick and built in the
"best damn garage" in Daytona Beach, Fla., had been
among the fastest runners during a week of practice at Pocono International Raceway.
Off those runs, he figured to
start well up in the field.
But a series of problems—
some of his own making and
others over which he had very
little control—kept him from
his appointed task.
There was, however, one saving grace. Karl will get another

Craig Rogers and Chris
Good pitching highlighted
weekend action in the Colt and Rogers each pitched three innings on the mound for the
IN
Pony Leagues.
Friday night in the Colt winners. Craig fanned five men
League, the Giants nipped the while Chris struck out six.
Thoroughbreds are
Braves 3-1 while the Pirates
It appears that the Murray State baseball
Lane Bridwell had the only hit
from southern
slammed the Tigers 10-1.
going to gain at least one outstanding player
of the game for the Reds.
Illinois and possibly two.
Action in the Pony League
Illinois,
The lone run scored in the
Southpaw Dana Pearson, 6-2 170 pounder from Cobden,
night found the InSaturday
Cardinals to
sixth inning when Dave Jones
will apparently turn down an offer from the St. Louis
dians scalping the Astros 16-4
was driven in by Joe Mark Ails.
attend Murray State.
while the Dodgers nailed the
team
Craig Rogers had a double
Pearson was 12-1 and had an ERA of 0.56 for the Cobden
Meta 9-2.
and three RBI's to carry the
that posted a 23-2 record this past season.
onea
twirled
McCuiston
Dale
Walker of
The biggest prize package in southern Illinois is Don
hitter and fanned six batters as Cards' load.
Centralia.
Giants took their win over
the
sign
to
Phil Resig had a pair of runs
Walker had prviously announced that he had intended
the Braves.
batted in.
Tuesday.
with the Cardinals
fanned
who
Thurmond,
Tony
Johnny
However, Walker telephoned Murray State coach
Kelly Rogers had a pair of
16 batters and took the loss on
ThoroughReagan Sunday and expressed a desire to play with the
the
for
single
a
had
mound,
the
Carthe
of
breds rather than going to the Sarasota farm team
only hit for the Braves.
dinals in the Gulf Coast Rookie League.
Terry Melton, who relieved in
Illinois
southern
in
Year
the
of
Player
Walker was named as the
the seventh for McCuiston, had
by the Evansville (Indiana ) Courier and Press.
He bats
a double while Andy Littleton
Walker is a pitcher, a first baseman and an outfielder.
had a single for the Giants.
and throws lefthanded.
and
The other game in the Colt
With Centralia High School, Walker posted a 500 average
League saw Johnny Shelly
was named the school's Athlete of the Year
and
fanning eight men and allowing
He was the captain of his school's football, baseball
only two hits as the Pirates
wrestling teams.
two-run double to the nightcap less tie and moved the Chicago
By HAL BOCK
blasted the Tigers.
Cubs past St. Louis. Milt PapCraig Sillier slammed a Associated Press Sports Writer victory.
Cesar Cedeno tagged a grand pas throttled the Cardinals on
double and two singles to pace
In case you were wondering,
I have been out of town for the past three days due to a death in
the winners while Shelly added Ken McMullen still WOCILS for slam in the first game but the just five hits. The Cubs manthe family.
a double and a single. Other hits the Los Angeles Dodgers.•.And Giants wiped out a six-run aged just two against Torn
Any coach of the teams in the Murray Baseball Assnciation who
would like to submit a list of his top hitters may contact me at the for the Pirates included singles if you don't believe it, just li)ik Houston lead on a pair of three- Murphy until their winning ralstun homers by Bobby Bonds ly in the eighth.
office or at home
by Duane Musgrow, Roger the Cincinnati Reds.
I would also like to, if possible, have a list of the top 10 batters
McMullen, all but totally ab- andwillie McCovey before RaMcCuiston and Randy Dunn.
Ed Kranepool drove in three
ip each of the leagues
Bo McDougal doubled far the sent from the Los Angeles dar's infield single decided the runs with a pair of doubles and
753-6977
at
home
at
I can be reached at the office at 753-1916 or
Tigers and Lindy Suiter added a scene this season, appeared out issue.
Tom Seaver pitched New York
In the second game, the As- to its victory over Pittsburgh.
single.
of the deep recesses of the
Tuesday night action in the Dodger dugout and destroyed tros snapped a 1-1 tie with two
The Pirates' only runs came
runs in the seventh and then on Willie Stargell's 22nd home
Colt League will feature the the Reds during the weekend.
eighth
the
in
homered
Radar
baseman
third
6p.m.
at
Pirates and Giants
The veteran
run of the season in the first
while the Braves and Tigers ripped his second homer in as and added two more RBIs with iruihsg.
meet in the nightcap.
many days Sunday and drove a double in the four-run ninth.
National League
Chicauu (Reuschel 94) at
Philadelphia got solo homers
Kenny Adams struck out 16 in three runs in Los Angeles' 5East
New York (Matlack 491 N
Pd. GB
Cincinnati (Billingham 94) at men and scattered four hits in 2 victory over Cincinnati.
from Tommy Hutton, Bob
41
577
Houston (Forsch 7-7) N
Chicago
McMullen's hot weekend Boone and Cesar Toyer to de508 5
32
LOS Angeles (Osteen 931 at pitching the Dodgers to a win
Montreal
493 6
33
San Diego (Grief 4 10) N
over the Mets.
St Louis
helped Los Angeles open a five- feat Montreal. The Expos made
2
/
.469 71
30
Only games scheduled
New York
Adams and Don McCuiston game bulge over San Francisco it close on Ken Singleton's
463 8
31
Philadelphia
Tuesday's Games
each pounded three singles to in the NI. West. Steve Garvey three-run homer in the eighth
446 9
29
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh at Montreal
West
Chicago at New York
pace the Dodgers.
also homered for the Dodgers but Billy Wilson saved the vic46 26 639 —
St Louis at Philadelphia
Los Angeles
Joel Smith and Keith Tabers and Al Downing won his sixth tory for Jim Lonborg.
San
Francisco 42 32 568 5
Cincinnati at Houston N
Atlanta's hitters couldn't do
41 32 562 5'
each tripled and singled while game in nine decisions
Los Angeles at San Diego N
kiduston
37 33 529 8
Cincinnat,
Atlanta at San Francisco N
Elsewhere in the National much about San Diego's Steve
Terry Workman singled and
30 42 417 16
Atlanta
First round pairings for the
234, 319 23
doubled. Greg McReynolds League Sunday, Houston swept Arlin, managing just one hit off
San Diego
American League
Saturday's Games
Fran- the pitching dentist for seven Fourth of July Tennis TourSan
from
the
help
doubleheader
to
triple
a
slammed
a
East
Houston 6, San Francisco 3
cisco, 7-6 and 8-3. Philadelphia innings But Arlin got in trouble nament have been announced
W. L. Pct. GB Dodgers' attack.
Pittsburgh 3 New York 2. 10
York
40 30 571 —
New
innings
J. J Chavis, edged Montreal 5-4, New York with a couple of walks in the by the Murray City Park and
Scott,
Brian
544 2
37 31
Milwaukee
• St Louis 3, Chicago 2, 11 in
Linus Kodman and Tommy defeated Pittsburgh 5-2, Chi- eighth and Ralph Garr tagged Recreation Department.
37 30 Slb 4
Baltimore
;ling%
33 33 500 5
B04113e1
The matches need to be
• Cincinnati 4 7, Los Angeles 1
all had sinlges for the cago shut out St. Louis 2-0 and him for a grand slam home run
Chavis
Detroll
31 36 471 7
that helped the Braves beat the played by Wedneiday. Phone
Atlanta beat San Diego 6-1.
losing
Mets.
44
141/2
362
25
Cleveland
2
Montreal
Philadelphia 7,
numbers of opponents can be
Doug Radar's bases-loaded Padres.
West
Mike Murphy allowed four
• San Diego 2 9 Atlanta 0 3
40 33 548 —
Kansas City
Arlin was leading 1-0 before obtained by contacting the Park
Sunday's Games
the
in the ninth inning drove
as
men
five
fanned
single
and
hits
1
.538
30
35
Chicago
2
Pittsburgh
5
York
New
Indians walked over the Astros in Houston's winning run in the Garr's shot turned the game Office at 753-7640.
r Philadelphia 5. Montreal
38 33 535 1
Oakland
around for Atlanta.
530 1 1/2 In a game called after six in- first game against the Giants
35 31
Minnesota
Chicago 7. St Louis 0
Pairings in the advanced
2
/
36..32 579 11
California
Houston 7 8. San Francisco 6
Glenn Beckert's two-run
basethird
Astro
the
then
rule.
run
12
and
the
of
because
nings
2
22 42 .344 131
/
Texas
women's doubles will find the
scorea
up
broke
single
pinch
a
and
homer
a
contributed
man
of
pair
a
had
Shey
Saturday's
Games
Sykes
Atlanta 6 Sari Diego I
team of Hunt and Jackson
New York 3, Detroit 2
. Los Angeles 5, Cincinnati 2
singles for the Astros while
meeting Beauchamp and Head
California 3, Minnesota 1, 11
Games
Monday's
:
Andy Ryan doubled and Mark
innings
•.. Pittsburgh (Briles 47 and
while the team of Austin and
Oakland 14, Chicago 3
Montreal
1-1) at
nson
Thomas singled.
Brown will meet Overby and
Kansas City 8, Texas 7
Anally 5-1 and Strohmayer
Jay Hill starred for the InBoston 5 1. Baltimore 1 2
Crass.
n.netci N
Milwaukee 12, Cleveland 3
dians LI he slammed two triples
S - St. Louis (Fester 4 5) at Phila
In the mixed doubles, Landolt
Sunday's Games
delphia (Twitchell 6-2) N
and a pair of singles.
New York 3 2, Detroit 2 i
Outland will meet Bob and
and
three
Jerry Jones added
Boston 1, Baltimore 0
Pat Mobley while Houston and
Minnesota 5 O. California 1 3
singles while Lindsey Hudspeth
Oakland 7 1, Chicago 0 11
Smock will play Craig and
singled and homered.
Kansas City 7 10, Texas 4 6
Shinners. Jennie and John
Indians
Milwaukee 8. Cleveland 3
the
for
Other hits
The Odrinex Plan can help you
By BOB GREEN
Monday's Games
the first three rounds, were Lyons will meet Simmons and
Betz
Chuck
by
singles
included
if become the slim trim person that you
New York (Stottlemyre 9-6)
Associated Press Golf Writer
next at 277. Weiskopf had a 73 Bennie Purcell.
would like to be. Cldrinex has been used
and Bob Thurman and triples
at Cleveland (Perry 791
AKRON, Ohio (API —Bruce and Fezler took a 75.
6successfUlly by thousands all Met the
Detroit (Perry 85) at Boston
Mike
and
Johnson
Nick
by
In the advanced men's
brampton is looking for a milcountry for 14 years. Get rid of excess
(Lee 8 7) N
Nicklaus and Arnold Palmer
Oakland (Holtzman 11-6) at Wells.
tat and live longer
lion dollars. It's just a matter were in a group at 2, seven singles, the pairings are as
Texas (Siebert 4-61 N
' Odrines is a tiny tablet and easily
A Kentucky League game of time before the Australian
follows:
Baltimore (Cuellar 3 7) at
....swallowed Contains npdangerousdrugs
played Friday night found the veteran happily embraces that strokes back.
Barrett vs. Venza, Smock vs.
7-7)
Milwaukee
(Bell
N
No
exercises
starving.
special
''No
Here are the top final scores Weiss, Mobley vs. Easley,
Cards slamming the Reds 10-1. magic figure in career earnMinnesota (Blyleven 971 at
.11drinex Plan costs $3.25 and the large
N
winnings:
8-6)
Chicago (Bahnsen
and money
economy size $525
Purcell vs. Crittenden, Lyon vs.
Kansas City (Wright 3 11 at
ings.
You Must lose ugly fat Or your
Bruce Crampton
Beshear, Houston vs. Warner,
N
8-8)
California
(Ryan
expect
safely
can
I
think
"I
,- money will be refunded No questions
70-67-68-68-273 Smith vs. Underwood and
$32,000
Tuesday's Games
: asked. Accept no substitutes. Sold with
to go past the million this Gay Brewer
New York at Clevelandthis guarantee by:
Payne vs. Hunt.
'. Detroit at Boston N
year," Crampton chuckled
72-6944-71-276
$12,373
Oakland at Texas N
first
$32,000
the
winning
Novice men's doubles will
after
Baltimore at Milwaukee N
Lanny Wadkins
prize Sunday in the American $12,373
Minnesota at Chicago N
71-67-70-68-276 find Blue and Sheridan meeting
Kansas City at California N
Central Shopping Center
Farrell and Pinkston while
Golf Classic.
Bob Murphy
His scrambling 68 in the final
72-6&.69-67---276 Fulkerson and Bailey will fact
$12,373
Chadwick and Spencer.
round—he missed seven greens
Tom Weiskopf
and saved par on five of
Pairings in the novice men's
74-66-64-73--277
$6,160
singles will find the following
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Pairings them—nailed down his fourth Forrest Fezler
for the season's second Ladies victory of the season and $6,160
67-65-70-75-777 paired:
Tri-State Golf Tournament, pushed his earnings for the Gene Littler
Farrell vs. Mowery, Hohman
scheduled at the South High- year to $204,209.
72-69-86-71-278 vs. Alexander, Blue vs.
$5,120
17
of
veteran
Wed37-year-old
The
next
Club
lands Country
Trevathan, Baker vs. Simmons,
Julius Boros
nesday were announced today. years on the American pro tour $4,720
71-70-68-70-279 Spencer, vs. Guthrie and
Golfers playing the morning became the first foreigner ever
Chadwick vs. Sheridan.
Bert Yancey
session are asked to eat lunch to go past $200,000 in a single
71-65-73-71-280
Whitmer and Stripling will
after completing 18 holes and season and he vaulted past $3,680
Palmer
meet
Mobley and Mayfield in
Arnold
should
players
session
afternoon
Jack Nicklaus into the No.1
68-71-70-70-280 the novice women's doubles.
$3,680
eat before they play.
spot on the season's money list.
In the women's novice
Jack Nicklaus
Here are the pairings:
Further, he pushed his career
6-70-73-68-280 singles, Chris Barker will play
130—Boyd. A. Cr..,,. N. Nall. earnings to $995,852, just $4,348 $3,680
Smith
Susan Nanny.
Frank Beard
37—Kennedy, Hines. Tape. Rambo short of joining Nfeklaus, Ar70-72-71-67-280
544—C. James. Lamb, Chitisood,
$3,680
All matches not listed above
and
Casper
Billy
Palmer,
nold
Greer
John Mahaffey
51 —Arnold. C Cummins. Bremer.
will be notified by phone conLee Trevino as the game's only
Taekett
71-67-75-67- 280 tact.
23,680
11,513—Hen4erson. Slew/art. Kegs. $1 million winners.
lively
11116—.Coburn. Box, E. Mitchell. Slue.
tremendous feeling,"
a
"Its
rneyer
Crampton, who was
1113-111iirrls. Salter. Coltharis. Swift said
11.17..eitabesta.-11•Assme..„11tilliadlions.
flanked by wife Joan and son
England
11.24—Cave. bummer. P1;;:ci'. West
•31—Gibson. C. Caldwell. ?riddle. Jay, "The money and the titles
Remise*
are important of course, but
33—P. Green. J. Miller, Moss.
Hester
there's a tremendous feeling of
9.43—.1, Ward. 301,11.118.
personal satisfaction to know
Childress
13:30—Bsin. Nail, Alford. R. Taylor
Bonds - Real Estate
1227—Cummins. Hoffman. Davis. V. that I have competed so sucSows
here."
over
cessfully
Kul12.44—Lowry, Murphy. Hibbard.
lines
Crampton won by three
12 31—Fisher. Holm. Sensiett. Psiher
strokes with a 273 total, seven
i2'53--Weintraub. Hard. Simmons.
under par on the 7,180 yard
Andereen
1705—Rhemsrd. Ragland. P. Glover,
Firestone Country Club course
Pare
Ill— Wiley. Chipman. lhallisab.
Veteran Gay Brewer, Lanny
Bryant
l'111—Fowler. Dreher. Omelet. M. Wadkin.s and Bob Murphy were
Brawn
1:211-130Perrlea, D. Jones. M. 110g. next at 276. Murphy closed up
C's- D.
1:33-11. Davis. Rothroek. Bobo, with a 67, Wadkins had a 68
Lykes
and Brewer 71.
tile, cSrr
1140-1•6•11. C. Miller.. M. Welker.
Atkins
Tom Weiskopf and Forrest
1:47—TeSar, Huai. Timukketen. Hoop
Fezler, the 23-year-old tour
et
Al
Rose.
1,54-21. Davis. Bstiew.
sophomore who had led through
bellies

.,

McMullen Comes Alive
As Dodgers Pull Away

Standings

chance in a special qualifying
session Wednesday morning to
make up for rained-shortened
trials.
Revson, a handsome native of
New York City who now lives
in California, edged Al Unser
and Mario Andretti for the pole
on Saturday. Unser and Andretti, driving identical Viceroys
Offys built by former Indianapolis winner Parrielli
Jones, turned in four-lap speeds
of 190.567 and 190.164 m.p.h. to
nail the other front row berths.
Gordon Johncock, winner of
the recent Indianapolis race,
and Mark Donohue, the 1972
lady winner and the inaugural
Schaefer champion in 1971,
were Sunday's best qualifiers.
Johncock ran 187.578 in STP
Eagle-Offy and Donohue won
185.510 in a Sunoco Eagle-Off y
They will start 22rid and 23rd
respectively.
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Your home.coukl get you lots of money to use
any sway you want. And vAu don't have to sell
your home to get it.
Signs. That's what Were looking for. Csxxl
signs of gxxxl people. And the fact that you're a
homeowner is a good sign. It tells us
a
solid citizen. We want to make hig loans to people like you.
Phone us if you want a It of money for any
purpose. To consolidate vow:debts. To buy another car. To ease vont- hudget.. To improve
your home.To seikt a son to college. Anything
at all_Youll like otir itecijile-10-1X'0ple service,
where youye.ahins
One.
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BITS
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Loans and financing in any amount up to
$7,500, including loans on real estate

CRE_AO/LRIte
zpr
OF I I/EltilI

Open Fridays until 6:00 P.M.
In Bel-Air Center
Murray, Ky.
Ross Wilder, Mgr.
Phone 753-5573

Morgan, Trevathan 8 Gunn, Inc.

Murray Il ranch

EKIZL SAVINGS & LOAN

7th and Main 4,1)11144ti
INSURED
Phone
753-7921 Itt

Insurance -

— 108 E. 12th St., Benton

NOW HAS A LOCAL NUMBER

For the Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
THE NUMBER TO CALL

753-6434
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Indiana Prep Cgers
Shock Kentucky Stars
.
By MIRE HARRIS
Jerry Schellenberg, a 6-8 for- and made the key buckets and
Associated Press Sports Writer ward from Floyd Central, was rebounds for us and Jerry
INDIANAPOLIS( AP)—Some- the big spark in the Indiana Schellenberg did everything,
how victory always seems victory.
Upped, scored, stole the ball."
sweeter when its against the
Oliver added, "I could go on
Schellenberg won a starting
odds, as was the Indiana high job with some fine relief play and on with a game like this.
school basketball All-Stars' 105- last week and wound up with 20 Everybody did their part."
86 triumph over heavy favorite points, nine rebounds and four
Kentucky Coach Jock SutherKentucky here Saturday night. assists. He scored three baskets
land complained several times
The Indiana players and in Indiana's late surge.
last week that his team was
coaches grinned and joked and
Indiana won the boards 61-49 practicing poorly and having
said they knew all the time and Gerald Thomas, a 6-7 formaking adjustments
they could do it, but 11,725 ward from Connersville, led the problems
the first game.
tired, hot spectators left Butler way with 15 rebounds and after
"Both teams were damned
University's Hinkle Fieldhouse added 15 points. Julius Norman
a bit awed by the surprising of New Albany popped in 16 good (squads and both deserved
he said. "I'm not
Hoosiers.
points and grabbed nine to win one,"
One bitter Kentucky fan was rebounds and Jimmy Webb of going to make any apologies
heard to say, "Nobody ex- South Bend Adams had 18 because we got beat by a better
team. I was sorry that we
pected Indiana to win this points.
couldn't play any better for the
game, not even our team. And,
Oliver
Jerry
Indiana Coach
of the people."
they played like it."
called it "a super team effort. benefit
The reason for the Kentucky Gerald Thomas gave us a super
Indiana now holds a 33-19
feeling was a 103-82 victory at effort, he fought Cox every step edge in the annual two-game
Louisville last week in which of the way."
charity series and has won
the Bluegrass kids showed their
"And Julius Norman came in eight of the last 10 games.
heels to the Hoosiers most of
the game because of superior
quickness and better shooting.
Saturday night the Hoosiers
had the momentum and did the
better shooting most of the
game. But they didn't salt it
away until a late 15-0 burst that
changed an 80-79 barnburner
into a 95-79 runaway.
port of Yugoslavic star Nikki
By GEOFFREY MILLER
Indiana's 6-foot-11 Mr. BasPilic, and the America Davis
Associated Press Writer
ketball Kent Benson of New
LONDON (AP) — A week Cupper will not play.
Castle, who popped in 16 points
In Smith's absence, the honor
and grabbed 14 rebounds de- after his seventeenth birthday,
spite missing long periods of Bjorn Borg, Swedish tennis goes to Lille Nastase, who lost
the game because of foul star, is scheduled to play today to Smith in last year's final.
trouble, said the difference this on the famed center court at The Romanian, top seed in the
tourney and a 2-1 favorite,
week was "more teamwork. We Wimbledon.
And because of the chaos faces Jans Joachim Ploetz of
got back on defense. We just
caused by the walk-out of 72 West Germany at the start of
got back real well."
Another reason had to be the members of the Association of his bid for the title.
All seats for the center court
swarming Indiana defense Tennis Professionals, Borg is
which limited Kentucky Mr. rated a 16 to 1 shot to win this and No. 1 court were sold
months ago long before the InBasketball Wesley Cox to 16 prestigious tourney.
Seeded sixth on the strength ternational Lawn Tennis Federpoints and seven rebounds. The
6-5 Cox, from Louisville Male, of his showing in the French ation suspended Pilic for failing
had 23 points and 12 rebounds Championships three weeks to play for Yugoslavia in the
ago. Borg was scheduled to Davis Cup.
in the first game.
A spokesman for the All-EngKentucky guard Ronnie Dan- play Premjit Loll of India.
It is tradition for the defend- land Club said the walkout
iel of Louisville Shawnee led
both teams with 23 points, ing champion to open the show would not affect attendances.
"In fact, we have had more
matching his first-game output, on the center court. That honor
and added six assists. Forward was to have gone to Stan Smith Inquiries about tickets in the
Wayne Golden of Shawnee of San Pines, S.C., who won Isst week, during this conchipped in 19 points and Larry last year. Smith, holikver, is troversy over Pilic, than ever
involved in the boycott in sup- before," the spokesman said.
Johnson of Union County 16.

17 Year Old Borg Is
Wimbledon Favorite

WHY
month,after month?
month,after
ANYWHERE • PRECUT FOR EASY ASSEMBLY

• LOWEST PAYMENTS
• STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS • FREE DELIVERY
thousands more than it costs.
Rent receipts have no resale value. A Miles home is worth
Home. Give your

by building a Miles
Be your own landlord. Pay yourself $12 per hour
We furnish everything.
family a home of their own. We'll help you. It's fun and easy.
not be paid in full. Cash down
inside and out. Build anywhere...city, country. Land need
have done it. Why not you?
payment not important. Rent size payments. Thousands
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Gay, Si.,.. Zip

Precut

MILES HOMES
115 E. Short, Lexington, Ky. 40507
There is a Miles local representative in your area
BEGIN A NEW LIFE
the Miles Way

DVC

MONDAY • TUESDAY • WEDNESDAY

Drycleaning SPECIAL
RAINCOATS
CARCOATS
TOPCOATS
any 3 for
All month long!
Decorator Pleats Extra.

BLANKETS

7 *each

Free
ge
Stora
JInsured!
II

Mothproofed!
No boxing!
Pay only regular cleaning
price this Fall!

One HOUR cLeaneRs
entre! Shopping Center
Open 7 sm.-6 p.a. Monday-Saturday

KNITS should

•Phse• 753-9084

be DRYCLEAND by PROFESSIONALS

Lineup For
Golf Given
The regular ladies day golf
will be held at the Murray
Country Club on Wednesday,
June 27. Tee off time will be
from nine to 9:30 a.m. Persons
not listed in the lineups are
urged to come on out to the golf
course and be paired at the tee.
Ruth Wilson will be the golf
hostess.
Pairings are as follows:
Phyllis Kain, Nell Roach,
Reba Overbey, and Alice
Purdom.
Venela Sexton, Evelyn Jones,
Betty Jo Purdom,and Margaret
Shuffett.
Euldene Robinson, Toopie
Thomas, Inus Orr, and Lou
Doran.
Nancy
Frances Miller,
Haverstock and Juliet Wallis.
Bevely Spann, Patsy Miller,
Cathryn Garrott, and Norma
Frank.
Peggy Billington, Anna Mary
Adams, Urgena Koenen, and
Nancy Fandrich.
Rowena Cullom, Jennie
Hutson, Frances Parker, and
Mary Watson.
Eleanor Diuguid, Sadie West,
and Rebecca Irvan.
Judy Muehleman, Ray
Emener, and Mary Contri.
Emma Sue Hutson, Jean
Wilson, and Charlene Doss.
Marilyn Adkins, Annie
Knight, and Nancy Hutson

Royals And Yanks Take
Pair, Tigers Reeling
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
There's some bad feeling be—
tween the Cleveland Indians
and Milwaukee Brewers and
the Kansas City RoyaLs and
Texas Rangers, but for feeling
bad how about the plight of the
Detroit Tigers?
The Indians and Brewers,
Royals and Rangers added
some extra-curricular fisticuffs
to their scheduled baseball activities Sunday while the only
thing the Tigers added was two

more losses, their sixth and
seventh (II a row.
When the swinging and shouting were done, the red-hot New
York Yankees had won a doubleheader from the Tigers 3-2
and 2-1, the Brewers had outslugged the Indians 8-3, the
Royals had whipped the
Rangers twice 7-4 and 10-6, the
Orioles had dropped a 1-0
squeaker to the Boston Red
Sox, the Angels had defeated
the Twins 3-0 after dropping the
opener 5-1 and the Chicago

bdgers' Replacement
Stars In Coaches' Game
By DENNE H. FREE IAN .
Associated Press Sports Writer
LUBBOCK, Tex., (AP) —
When Heistnan Trophy winner
Johnny Rodgers signed to play
Canadian football and decided
not to participate in the 13th
annual Coaches All-America
Football Game, it took West
Coach John McKay all of five

Thompson Fires Shutout
As Legion Splits Pair
Dan Thompson fired a four hit
shutout Friday night as the
Murray American Legion split
a pair of league games with
Benton.
Murray used a five run
second inning to back the fine
hurling of Thompson to take a 50 win in the opener at Holland
Stadium.
In the nightcap, a six run
seventh inning snapped a 3-3 tie
and Benton salvaged the split
with a 94 win.
hard-throwing
The 6-5
Thompson fanned nine batters
and walked only three men in
his most impressive outing of
the season.
Four walks and three hits in
the second inning gave
Thompson all the runs he
needed to pick up the win
Thompson reached on a walk
after one out had been recorded
in the second. Rains followed
with a single and then Dick

NFL Owners
To Continue
Convention
By ANDY LIPPMAN ..
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — National Football League owners
gather here this week with
problems—old, new and borrowed.
Held over from their last
meeting is the question of expansion and how quickly, if at
all, the league should go ahead
with expansion.
Far more immediate and
more explosive is the charge of
drug usage by players in the
league.
And finally, league owners
want to continue discussions on
ways to avoid the labor problems which have plagued baseball at contract time.
Commissioner Pete Ftozelle
will unveil his guidelines to
combat any drug abuse problem at the meeting of the 26
league owners and top management which begins Tuesday.
The problem was brought to
the surface by a New York
Times report June 12 that at
least four NFL players were
under surveillance by federal
authorities for traffic in illegal
and dangerous drugs.
Since then, the NFL Players
Association has reacted strongly to the suggestion of the
House Commerce Investigations Subcommittee that urinalysis be used as a deterrent.
Meeting in Chicago over the
weekend, the players voted to
oppose any owner-imposed drug
program and called for a joint
owner-player study of the problem, if there is one.
Ftozelle met with the players
for more than four hours, but
declined to disclose his new
rules, saying it was still under
study

grounded to second for the
second out of the frame.
Walks to Thurmond, Wilkerson and Hewitt drove in a
pair of runs and then singles by
Scarborough and Cathey
cleared the bases and sent in the
three men who had walked.
Thompson had a pair of hits to
pace Murray while Hewitt,
Scarborough, Cathey, Rains
and Wilkerson all had a hit
apiece.
Benton scored a run in the
first inning of the second game
and led until the third when
Murray used an RBI single by
Hewitt to tie the game.
Murray took a 2-1 lead in the
fourth inning when Cathey
walked, stole second and scored
on a single by Thompson.
Benton came up with a pair of
runs in the sixth inning off of
Murray hurler Randy Conner
and took a 3-2lead. Three errors
in the frame opened the gates
for Benton.
Murray tied the score in the
sixth when Scarborough opened
the inning by getting hit by a
pitch. Mark Miller entered the
game to run for Scarborough.
A single by Cathey moved
Miller to third and then Miller
came in to score when Howard
singled.
Five walks and three hits
allowed Benton to break open
the game in the final inning.
Cathey had two hits to pace
Murray while Hewitt, Miller,
Howard, Thompson and Rains
all added a hit apiece.
Murray, now 3-12 for the
season, will host Paris to a
doubleheader Tuesday night
with the first game beginning at
6 p.m.

minutes to decide on a replacement.
"We're duty bound to take
the All-Americans," said
McKay of Southern California.
"But I have always known that
Terry Metcalf was one of the
best backs in the country. He
plays at a small school and
doesn't get much notice and
was hurt a lot last year."
Metcalf won't have an identity problem any longer. The
Long Beach State product exploded for 135 yards on 18 carries, scored one touchdown and
set up another as the West
clipped the East 20-8 in the nationally televised game Saturday.
The 5-foot-10, 185-pound third
round draft choice of the St.
Louis Cardinals was voted the
game's most valuable player—
the second consecutive year
that has happened to a substitute in this contest which provides funds for the America
Football Coaches Association.
Billy Taylor of Michigan, a
last-minute pick, won the honor
last year in a 42-20 East victor-Y.
"I have not signed with the
Cardinals yet, and I think this
may give my agent a little bargaining power," Metcalf said.
"I also hope to have a good
showing in the College All-Star
game in Chicago in July."
The victory gave the West a
74 all-time edge in the series.
A record crowd of 43,472 looked
on in Jones Stadium. Officials
of the America Coaches Association said the gaze will be
played in Lubbock again next
year

White Sox recovered from a 7-0
drubbing by the Oakland A's to
take the nightcap 11-1.
Darrell Porter and Tim Johnson drove in two runs apiece in
the fight-marred fifth inning
and George Scott homered in
the sixth as the Brewers turned
back the Indians.
Both benches and bullpens
emptied after Milwaukee's Bob
Coluccio was thrown out in a
collision at the plate and had
words with Cleveland catcher
John Ellis When they started
for each other, Brewer third
baseman Don Money jumped in
and started fighting with Ellis.
The melee ended quickly and
Coluccio were
Ellis and
ejected, but several players
streamed onto the field again
moments later when Milwaukee's Pedro Garcia started
for the mound after a pitch
from Ray Lamb sailed near his
head.
In Kansas City, Ed Kirkpatrick of the Royals was
ejected from the second game
after engaging in a brief fight
with Texas pitcher Lloyd Allen.
Kirkpatrick went from first
to third on Lou Piniella's tworun single in the first inning
and tried to score when Piniella
was trapped rounding first. Allen covered home plate in the
ensuing rundown and when he
tagged Kirkpatrick, the KC
player swung at him and they
exchanged punches with both
benches emptying

On Disabled List
ATLANTA ( AP) — Oscar
Brown was placed on the 15day disabled list Sunday by the
Atlanta Braves and left-hander
Adrian Devine recalled from
Richmond of the International
League to replace the outfielder.
Brown, suffering from a knee
Injury, was batting .210.
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Sue Berning
Is Heritage
Open Champ
S()UTHBURY, Conn.(API —
Sue Berning, winner of the
',PGA Heritage Village Open,
says she owes it all to putting.
"I haven't putted this well in
over a year," she said Sunday
after firing a four-under-par 69
to walk away with $4,500 of the
$30,000 Open.
'"This was one of the best
putting tournaments I ever
had
• Mrs. Berning's 54-hole score
low_of 12-under-par 207 was the
est on the I,PGA tour this season, and it shattered the previous record of 211 for the
event
She started the day two
strokes up on Mary Lou Crocker and Kathy Ahern, and finished it four stokes ahead of
Sandra Haynie, who settled second place.
Jane Blalock shot a five-under-par 68 Sunday, the day's
best round. to finish in a tie for
third with Mrs. Crocker and
Miss Ahern with 213:

Cookie Rojas drove in the
winning run in the opener as
no-hit Steve Busby notched his
first win since May 4. Rookie
Frank White singled home the
winner in the nightcap as the
Royals moved into first place
in the West Division by one
game over Chicago and Oakland and 11,2 over Minnesota
and California

Pinch hitter Winston Llenas
lashed a two-run bases-loaded
single in the ninth inning following a two-out error by. Minnesota second baseman Rod
Carew and Vada Pinson added
a run-scoring single, pacing the
Angels to victory over the
Twins in their nightcap. The
Twins took the opener as
dropped flies by Angel left
fielder Richie Scheinblum and
first baseman Mike Epstein
made three of their five runs
unearned.
Graig Nettles drilled a home
run off Detroit ace Mickey Lol- .
ich in the ninth inning, giving.
the Yankees a doubleheader sweep after Gene Michael's tiebreaking single in the seventh
inning won the the opener before a Ball Day crowd of 62,107
in New York.
The sweep stretched the firstplace Yankees' winning streak
to eight games, their longest
since 1969, and gave them a
two-game edge over Milwaukee
in the AL East. The Tigers,
who were in first place as
recently as June 14, are fifth
and trail by seven games.
John Curtis pitched a sevenhit shutout and Boston nipped
Baltimore on a second-inning
home run by designated hitter
Orlando Cepeda.
Vida Blue hurled Oakland to
a four-hit shutout over the
White Sox but Chicago, spurred
iy Ed Herrmann's three-run
nomer and seven runs batted
in, came back to win the second game.
In the National League Sunday, it was Los Angeles over
Cincinnati 5-2, Houston swept a
doubleheader from San Francisco, 7-6 and 8-3, Philadelphia
-Aged Montreal 5-4, New York
iefeated Pittsburgh 5-2, Chi!ago shut out St Louis 2-0 and
Atlanta beat San Diego 6-1.

DESK
SIZE

COLOR

PORTRAIT

CHOOSE FROM
••FINISHED
PORTRAITS"
AT
REASONABLE
PRICES!!!

r,OMPLIM['NTS OF

Holland's Drugs
Murray, Kentucky

DoVs1

TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
June 26th-27th
11 a.m. til 5 p.m.

ONE COUPON PER FAMILY • AGE LIMIT 7 YEARS OR YOUNGER

PAGE SF
NAGE SIX

Hospital Report
Hontus Maude Banks, 707 Riley
hoe 19, 1973
Ct., Murray.
ADULTS 109
NURSERY 8
Jane 26, 1173
Newbora Admissions
Mrs. Mary Ann Tucker & ADULTS 104
Baby Girl, Route 6, Murray, NURSERY 8
Mrs. Elizabeth Dean Bland &
Newborn Admission
Baby Girl, Coach Est. 10-A,
Mrs. Doris Fay Brown &
Murray, Baby Girl Brapdenburg (Mother, Karen Artn), Baby Girl, Route 2, Wingo.
Route 1, Dexter.
DISMISSALS
Dismissals
Master Tony Swayne Wells,
PenRayburn
William
Route 2, Wingo, Mrs. Jo Cleta
dargrass, Route 1, Farmington, Williams, 1303 Doran Rd.,
Mrs. Juanita Levern Pritchett, Murray, Mrs. Freida Carol
Reute 1, Dexter, Jerry Gene Robinson & Baby Girl, Route 1,
Smith, 501 South 6th St., Puryear, Tenn., Voris C. Wells,
Guthrie Route 7 Murray, Mrs. Donna
Murray, Clifton
Osborn, Route 2, Hazel, Mrs.. Jean Rea via, 533 Elder St.,
Mary Frances Mott, 314 South Calvert City, Mrs. Carolyn
13th St, Murray, Mrs. Margie Frances Bradshaw, 1524 OxNell Lyons, Route 1, Dexter, ford, Murray, Artell Milton
Tbomas Jones, 1501 Clayshire, Wright, Route 9, Benton,Buel
Murray, Mrs. Jo Francis Enrest Stalls, 407 North 5th,
Morefield, Route 3, Mayfield, Murray, Miss Teresa Kay
Mrs. Acklie Lee Grubbs, 710 Smith, Route 2, Box 244,
Murray Cts., Murray, Mrs. Murray, Ewin Ramsey, Route
Helen Wells Lassiter, 109 South 1, Dexter, Mrs. Lora Pullen
101b St., Murray, Eldon Jones, Bomar, Route 5, Parts, Tenn.,
110 North 300 East, Provo, Mrs. Lela Maude Knight, 732
Utah, Joseph Elmer Hall, 215 Nash, Murray, Mrs. Lillie
South 12th St., Murray, Mrs. Anglonia Moody, Route 1,
Murray
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The July 4th weekend will
bring thousands of tourists to
Kentucky and the Departments
of Public Safety and Public
Information encourage all
Motorists to stop and rest at
One of the Commonwealth's 20
rest areas and Information
Centers. Memorial Day
weekend saw 12 fatalities and
379 injuries, which might have
been avoided. The Florence
.• Information Center on 1-75, 18
miles south of Cincinnati,
averages over 4,000 visitors a
day on holiday weekends. AS
pictured here, during Memorial
weekend 1973, the Florence
facility is heavily used. What
if--those 391 people had
stopped?

STAMPING OUT
HIGH PRICES
AND SAVE
AT

Central Shopping Center

_

Store Hours: 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily
12 Noon-7 p.m. Sunday

COUPON GOOD THRU WEDNESDAY

PEACE OFFER
On June 17, 1778, the U.S.
Congress rejected the British
offer of peace

2 ROLLS
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MONDAY-JUNE 35, 1973

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

TIVES OF
TO ALL PRESENT AND FORMER ANNUAL RATE REGULAR POSTAL EMPLOYEES AND THE REPRESENTA
BACK WAGES
DECEASED ANNUAL RATE REGULAR POSTAL EMPLOYEES REGARDING POSSIBLE ENTITLEMENT TO
for theDistricl,o1 Columbia in
This notice is published in conformity with a Consent Order entered August2.6. 1971 by the United States District Court
who were full-timelmnual rate
settlement of Civil Actions Nos. 3593-69 and 3595-69. Its purpose is to bring this settlement to the attention of all persons
Post Officz Department) at any time beregular employees of the United States Postal Service (as used herein the term "Postal Service" includes the former deceased. The settlement involves the
4, 1966 and January 7, 1972, as well as representatives of such employees who are now
tween
, approximately March
under paragraph I-A below. This
recovery of back wages for overtime under Public Law 89-301, for temporary re-scheduling under the conditions set forth
notice is intended to advise such persons of their rights regarding this matter. It should be read carefully.
and former annual rate regular postal
The lawsuits described above were filed on December 19, 1969 as "class actions" on behalf of all such present
unions: American Postal Workers
employees. The named plaintiffs in these suits are certain individual postal employees and the following postal labor
of Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO.
Union, AFL-CIO; Mail Handlers Division of the Laborers' International Union. AFL-CIO: and the National Association
20044, postmarked not later than midnight, July
(b) Any former employee, or the representI. SUMMARY OF THE CONSENT ORDER
15, 1973. Any person who does not elect to be so
ative of a deceased employee, who receives this
ENTERED IN THE"CLASS ACTIONS"
excluded will be fully bound by the settlement in
notice from the Postal Service by mail must reThe Consent Order establishes rules regarding
this litigation. A person who elects to be so exquest access to the employee's time records in
the payment of back wages to those present and
cluded from the class will be free, subject to the
writing within 60 days of receiving such notice
former postal employees (or the representatives
adjudication of issues within the reach of Rule
or waive his right to present a claim.
of deceased postal employees) who were entitled
23(b)(I) or (2), Federal Rules of Civil Pro(c) Any former employee, or the representto, hut did not receive, time and one-half for
cedure, to pursue whatever individual legal remative of a deceased employee, who does not rework performed outside of their regular schedule
edies he may have. If he should independently
ceive a cOpy of this notice from tbe Postal Service
as a result of a required temporary schedule
recover back wages under Public Law 89-301, he
by mail must request access to the employee's
change as et forth below. A complete statement
may:, nevertheless be required under law to pay
time records within three years of July 1, 1973,
of these rules is not set forth in this notice. The
attorney fees to the counsel who initiated these
or waive his right to'-resent a claim.
following rules represent only the basic condi"class actions."
(d) The time records of former employees
tions which apply to claims. Detailed Operating
B. If a person does not so request exclusion from
are located at the post offices and postal installaInstructions and the Consent Order will he availthe class by July 15, 1973, he will automatically
tions where these employees worked. AccordingAble to potential claimants, as indicated in para.
be included in the class, and his entitlement will
ly, a former employee or a representative of a
graph E below
be determined under the Consent Order and any
deceased employee may request access to such
A. Qualification for Back Wages under "Class
subsequent orders the court may enter in the matrecords (1) by visiting, or writing directly to, the
Action" Consent Order
ter, and he will be bound thereby.
head of each post office or postal installation
1. For the period from approximately March 4,
C. If any such person does not request exclusion
where the employee was employed, or (2) by
1966 to January 7, 1972, annual rate regulars
from this "class action" litigation, but elects to
asking any local postmaster for assistance in ob-. were entitled to overtime wages under Public Law
be represented by his own counsel rather than by
taining such records. When making the request, a
,110 301 for work performed during days or hours
counsel for the named plaintiffs, his counsel must
former employee must identify himself as a foroutside of their regular schedule as a result of a
enter an appearance in this litigation not later
mer postal employee who is requesting access to
required temporary schedule change, unless the
than July 15, 1973.
his time records under the "Consent Order Proschedule change occurred while they were occuM.FINAL HEARING PRIOR TO THE COURT
cedure," and must state his name, social security
pying any of the following positions: (1) postENTERING PARTIAL FINAL JUDGMENT
number, and the post office(s) or postal installamaster; (2) rural carrier: (3) postal inspector;
The Consent Order referred to under I above
tion(s) where he worked. The representative of a
(4) road duty employee (as defined in 39 U.S.C.
was entered into with a view to effecting the expedeceased employee should follow the same proSec. 3581-(19621):(5) substitute employee;(6)
ditious processing of all the individual claims incedure with regard to the deceased employee inhourly rate regular 'employee; (7) annual rate
volved in this class-action litigation. Tbe Court
volved and must also indicate on what basis he or
regulars who, between March 4. 1965 and July
has now preliminarily entered (in accordance
she is acting as the deceased employee's repre29, 1966, were in salary level PFS-8 and above;
with Rule 23(d), Federal Rules of Civil Procesentative.
(8) annual rate regulars who, between July 29,
dure) a further Order and Decision implement(e) Upon receiving notice, from the Postal
1966 and October 6. 1967. were in salary level
ing the Consent Order, which (1) approves the
Service that the records are available for examiPFS-11 and above;(9) annual rate regulars who,
detailed operating instructions under the Consent
nation, a former employee or the representative
after October 6, 1967, were in salary level PFSOrder: and (2)'determines several legal issues
of a deceased employee must submit his claim as
12 and above or equivalent levels.
incident to implementation of the Consent Order,
provided in paragraphs B2(c)-(f) of this notice.
.,.. 2. Any temporary schedule change on the part of
as to which parties were unable to reach agreeC. Notification of Determination of Claims
an annual rate regular which was not made at his
ment. LThe detailed operating instructions under
I. The installation head or his designee will notify
request for his convenience is a "required schedthe Consent Order have now been designated
the claimant in writing of the disposition of his
ule change" for which the employee is entitled to
"Back Pay Claims Instructions, etc.") The Court
claim within 90 days of the date the claim is filed.
overtime compensation for work performed outwill conduct a Final Hearing on all issues which
Failure to notify the claimant of a determination
-side of his regular schedule, without regard to the
have been decided by the Court in this litigation,
of the claim within 90 days will constitute autonature of the work performed under the tempoin Courtroom 22. United States Court House, 3d
matic approval of the entire claim. If a claim is
rary schedule. Temporary schedule changes made
Street and Constitution Avenue, NM., Washingdenied, the decision will state the reason(s) for
at an employee's request for his convenience are
ton. D.C. at 10:00 am. on July 30, 1973. Any
denial.
not compensable at the overtime rate.
person claiming to be a member of the dins who
2. If, within 30 days Of receipt of the written deB. Claims Procedure under "Class Action" Conwishes to be heard in this matter by an attorney
cision regarding the claim, the claimant fails to
sent Order
other than the attorneys who represent the origadvise the Postal Service official who signed the
1. The Consent Order establishes procedures for
inal plaintiffs in this litigation, will be afforded
decision that he either (1) accepts the decision in
the filing of claims by present employees, former
due opportunity to be heard thereat by his atfull, or (2) rejects the decision in full, he will be
employees and the representatives of deceased
torney, provided his attorney so notifies the undeemed to have accepted the decision in full.
employees who assert entitlement to overtime
dersigned Clerk of Court in writing prior to July
3. If the claimant rejects the decision, he may
back wages under paragraph A above.
15.1973.
appeal in accordance with the procedures set
2. Claims Procedure for Present Employees
The Court will upon conclusion of that hearing
forth in the Operating Instructions,
(a) As soon as practical after July 30. 1973,
and
class
the
enter • an order effecting partial Final Judgment
4. Employees who remain part of
,... all present employees will be notified by their indisposing of all issues which have been decided as
also remain represented by counsel for the named
stallation head that their time records are availof the date of such Final Judgment, subject to the
plaintiffs shall be bound by such counsel's deciable for examination. In most cases these records
Court. upon being advised by the parties that all
sions regarding the settlement or other disposition
date back to the first pay period in which regular
aspects of the controversy have been settled, enof claims.
work schedules were assigned under Public Law
tering the Final Judgment contemplated by the
D. Payment of Chiding
89-301, and end with the pay period terminating
Consent Order, as heretofore amended.
When a final debision has been made to pay the
,
on January 7, 1972.
The parties have reached agreement to submit
claim, the claimant will promptly receive pay(b) Each present employee is entitled to be
to final and binding arbitration, individual disment from the Postal Service in accordance with
excused from his normal tour of duty for up to
putes remaining upon conclusion of the U.S.
the decision.
one hour to review his time records and will be
Postal Service's processing and decision as to the
E. Additional Information
compensated for that hour at his straight time
individual claims, in lieu of court proceedings
Additional information regarding the contents
rate of compensation. In addition, he may rethereafter.
of this notice may be obtained from Donald ..M.
move his records from the installation for the
The Consent Order and Implementing Order
Murtha. Esquire, counsel for plaintiffs, Departpurpose of such review.
WashNW.,
Street.
I,
Decision and the parties' agreement for final
1828
and
703.
Suite
in
P.
he
ment
available
will
forms
claim
Special
(c)
and binding arbitration as finally approved by the
ington. D.C. 20036. A copy of the Consent Qrder
all postal installations. It will he necessary for the
Court upon conclusion of the indicated Final
may be obtained by writing to Mr. Clyde Wilson,
employee to indicate on thc claim form those
Hearing will govern the processing of all indiClaims Admiuistrator. Room 3532, U.S. Postal
hours for which he believes he is entitled to revidual claims. including any arbitration proceedService Headqoarters, 12th & Pennsylvania Avecover overtime hack wages.
ings.
nue. NW. Washington. D.C. 20260. The Oper(d) An employee's failure to .file a claim
IV. COUNSEL FEES AND EXPENSES
ating Instructions and claim forms will be availwith his installation head within 90 days of reThe matter of counsel fees and expenses for
able in postal installations when the claims proceipt of notice that is time records are available
cedure is implemented.
services heretofore rendered by counsel bringing
for inspection will waive his right to present a
this action and of counsel fees and expenses for
ELECIIONS AVAILABLE TO MEMBERS
claim. However, upon good cause shown, the
services which may he rendered hereafter by origOF THE CLASS
time for filingai claim shall be extended.
named
inal or other counsel will be determined by the
The Consent Order declares that the
(c) An employee may submit a claim even
Court after the date of the Filial Hearing.
plaintiffs arc proper representatives of the entire
though his time records arc no longer available
enclass of present and former postal employees
V. COMMUNICATION WITH COURT TO BE
(f) After an employee has submitted his
titled to recover overtime back wages under PubONLY BY PLEADING OR MOTION
claim, the local installation head will-review it to
and
Order
lic 1.aw 89-10,1 Under the Consent
Any person wishing furthcr information about
determine whether the claim should be approved
Role 21 of the Federal:Rules of Civil Procedure.
this litigation pay lommurm,ate with Donald M.
for payment. If the claim is denied, the employee
members of the class arc entitled to be advised
Murtha, Esq. counsel for plaintiffs, whose address
.....
will be entitled to appeal.
that the folloainc elections are available to them:
is set forth cinder IF above All communication
3. Procedure for Former Employees and the RepA. Any person who claims entitlement to overwith the Court shall be by formal pleading or maresentatives of Deceased Employees
time hack -wages under Public law 89-301, hi*:
tin, with copies thereof ser.ed upon counsel for
Essentially. the same rules apply to claims by
does not wish to participate in this "class action'
1 1 NAM., DO NOT WRITE OR
the parties. )
former employees and representatives of deceased
litigation will, if he requests exclusion, he exTHE COURT
employees, with the following exceptions:
chided by the court I rum the class action insofar
(a) The Postal Service will attempt to notify
as his individual claim is not within the reach of
former annual rate regulars of their rights in this
James F. Davey
Rule 23(h)( 1) or (2). Federal Rules of Civil
matter by forwarding 3 copy of this notice to their
Clerk. United States District C,i,t6Ajek '
by
requested
he
milia
exclusion
Such
Procedure.'
United
the
with
ile
on
last known address
for the'District of(of imhia
Box
P.O.
at
undersigned
the
to
addressed
letter
approprithe
or
States Civil Service Commission
Date: June 8, 1923
978, Ben Franklin Station. Washington, D.C.
ate Postal Service Data Center..
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Down Concord Way

Business Places Change
Hands In Concord Area
By Estelle Spiceland
June 19, 1873
Some business places are
charming hands.
Keys Patterson, owner of
New Concord Grocery has now
bought out the grocery of Mr.
Price at the Robert McCage
building near New Hope, and
Randy McClure of the Sumac
Boys is presently employed
there.
Dave Campbell has bought
the Wright Grocery near Mt.
Carmel Church, and the
Wrights next month will move
to the former Evelyn Jones
home, which they bought near
Hubert Pittman's Motel in
Concord.
A new beauty parlor is erpected to open too, next month
In the front apartment of Pittman's Motel.
This is vacation time for
many. The James Pattersons
and 011ie Stubblefields spent a
few days in the Smokies
recently.
Mrs. Mabel Williams and
Mrs. Flora Harper and
daughter of Michigan are
visiting relatives here in
Calloway.
Otis Lovins' daughter, Mrs.
Wilma Gannon and family of
Colorado Springs has been

visiting relatives here the past
two weeks.
The four year old twins have
never been so delighted with
any present as the red-backed
terrapin their grandfather
found for them. They at first
thought they could smell paint,
but enamel dries fast, so they
decided the red back was
natural.
Vacation Bible Schools were
in progress at Good Shepherd
ME.,Concord Church of Christ
and First Baptist of Murray last
week, maybe others.
Proverbs 22-8 says, "Train up
a child in the way he should go,
and when he is old he will not
depart from it."

Eyelet styles
Cotton eyelet, a very feminine material, connects with
some sexy styles for spring.
There are jazzy colors with
ruffles of a contrasting color
in deep plunging bodices or
backless backs.

Tube tops
Tube tops, thin, strapless
sweaters in hot pastels, can
be worn with an unbuttoned,
long-sleeved cardigan to give
it a sweater-set look.

Radiant Colors for
Discriminating Women!

It

)n

GENUINE DIAMONDS
In Exciting Combinations with

GENUINE

RUCHES, SAPPHIRES
AND EMERALDS!

SC

Come in and see our up to date
collection of brilliant fashions.

14
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Your Individual Horoscope

gtv

Frances Drake

FOR TUESDAY, JUNE 26,
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YOUR CHOICE!!

MONIQUE

Annua
ROSES

TOWEL
SALE

1973

Look in the section in which ters, don't let nonessentials get
your birthday comes and find in the way of steady progress
what your outlook is, according Personal relationships highly
to the stars.
favored.
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) erkt (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You may encounter opIn both business and financial
position in most unlikely areas. matters, use only time-tested
Try to find reasons, and aim to procedures. Don't attempt
straighten things out — but anything risky now. And DON'T
amicably.
try for the unreasonable.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
(Apr. 21 to May 211 de(ki, (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vig
Aspects now stimulate your
You may have a tendency to
creative abilities and your be too impressionable now.
imagination, but don't let the Avoid becoming involved in
latter run "wild." Maintain a ticklish situations into which
down-to-earth attitude even as you could be trapped — and
your ambitions soar.
which could cause trouble later.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
( May 22 to June 21)
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19
A certain amount of daring
Now you have a chance to
could prove profitable now but, display your showmanship,
as with the Taurean, don't let also your gift for being able to
your imagination run out of come up with a switch in tactics
bounds. Stress your innate that changes the humdrum into
foresight.
the lively.
CANCER
PISCES
(June 72 to July 23)
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some astute checking could
Stimulating influences foster
save you time, prevent wasted inventiveness and creativity
energy and costly errors. Don't generally. An excellent period
divert efforts into
un- in which to try out new devices
constructive channels.
and methods, to capitalize on
LEO
unique ideas.
(July 24 to Aug. 23) /24-g
The Leoite likes room for
YOU BORN TODAY are
action, new projects, the means endowed with unusual verto improve unfavorable con- satility and could succeed in
ditions. This day provides the almost any field of your choice
opportunity for all of these. but you often lack selfThere's much you can ac- confidence, thus holding
complish.
yourself back through doubts
VIRGO
and fears. Try to curb such
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23(
apprehension since there is no
Even though some outside limit to the successes you can
interests may seem more 'attain once you find your niche
stimulating,
stick
to and stay stalwartly on the path
obligations, the fundamentals to achievement. You are more
on which to build a better musically gifted and have more
future. Be realistic.
sense of drama than many other
LIBRA
-ftrl Cancerians, thus could make a
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23) —
brilliant success in either field.
Without realizing it, you may But this artistic bent does not
be a victim of your own fears preclude solid attainment in
and misgivings. Pull yourself other lines, such as business,
together. This is a day which finance, mathematics or
calls for clear thought, science. You are an idealist; at
definitive action — AND self- times given to too much inconfidence.
trospection. Try to stress the
SCORPIO
outgoing side of your perntreV
(Oct 24 to Nov. 4)
sonality. Birthdate of Wm.
Make time count. Whether (Lord Kelvin) Thomson, Brit.
handling large or small mat- scientist; Peter Lorre, actor.

th
on

MONDAY—JUNE 23, 1973
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CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
9-9 Mon.-Thurs. - 9-10 hi. & Sat
1-6 Sunday

* JUNE 25 to JULY 7 *
BAROQUE VELOUR

TOWEL ASSORTMENT
BATH TOWELS

1 66

Reg'
2.27

HAND TOWELS

Reg.
5 1.33

WASH CLOTHS

Reg.
66'

TOWEL ASSORTMENT
BATH TOWEL

99;

$ 1.77

2P1

HAND TOWEL
Reg.

WASHCLOTH
ASSORTMENT

WASH CLOTH

Assorted Colors

de

Reg. 3/s1 0°

Reg.
48'

18

-;

HAND
TOWEL
ASSORTMENT

Solids and Flora's

:244.41:*"r4chis

VALUES TO $1.69 yd.

SN1R TINOS-

Pr
.INTED CANVAS
ARNEL DRESS CREPE
.444t...:•"
.
"

18'

roxi

ALL COTTON
PERMA-KARE

DOUBLE KNIT
MATERIAL

$288

Auated
LLNEN _TYPE WEAVES
OTHER FAIalics

••••::**

MATERIAL
Black and White
V Solid & Printed Designs
frAk

Reg.
:1 00 yd.

32'
a yd.

A Yard

SiPORTEANIAR JEANS

4:44

„or

Reg. 4/s1°°

99;
Reg. '3.88

39;
-

BATH TOWELS
Reg.
1.27

84
•

Solids and Prints

VIII

ith
on

fci.301)

Reg.

60 Inches Wide

Spring-Summer

/Heir

ANXAMERICARD,
&vitt,qPit

Mr% ••••••

68'

COTTON PRINTS
Parma,,Cotton PRINTS
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on your fabric favorites. Don't
wait 'till after the season. Now
is the time for a fashion-fabric
savings fling!

PRICES
GOOD
THRU
SATURDAY,
JUNE 30

7
ion

It, the country look this yew'
65% polyester. 35% cotton
gingham in large and small
checks 45- wide Permanent
press, prieshnink, and machine
washable Res 1 29 yd.

it 2
th
pon

[
Ca0V"
Trtkr

tsilEy PRINTS
MARV ANrIS
COTTON KNITS

To
41b\IL.

4z,g
BUY

17
! 2

KNITS
NOW.

THREAD,

OUR ENTIRE
STOcioi

SPOOLS
AT
REGULAR
PRICE

Got
one

FREE

111;111"

98

A PROFESSIONAL STAFF
TO ASSIST YOU WITH YOUR
EVERY SEWING NEED!

MON 1Q11E

raitTS

SELECT FROM

Knits isad the summer I ashion
parade' 100% cotton, cotton
blench, and 100% acrylic
single knits 60 inches and.
and washable. Res 2 29 ye

--

That's right, and that's what we want
YOU to thol
Construct a Garment from towels purchased at
Roses and you may win . . .

FREE

SAMPLE CUTS

100% COT TON
COTTON BLENDS
or 100% ACRYLIC

tRSIU:KP
P:aATS
—s"i.4"'Nsc AS

Yd

DOUBLE KNITS
Excitingly individual, these 100%
polyester double knits are machine
washable and dryable. In rich solids,
goometroco, subde 'Morals, and stripes.
58- to 60- and..

.....•

4......•
A.

e

01,41M

88

NOW..

Regular 2.98 yd. . . NOW . . .

8

Yd.
VALUES TO S1.98

8:oao

GINGHAM
CHECKED
DANRER

Towels Pretty Enough to Wear?
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CANVAS PRINTS

t
1
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Amp,.

GROUP
SELECT FABRIC
REMNANTS
and
BOLTS
se%ections Mori
of
color
Irom
values endtextures to [Wool,*
F antestsc
patterns and marked
many
as
contents
Assorted

NOW

CENTRAL CENTER
_MURRAY,KENTUCKY
Open Monday thruSaiurday 10 a.m. to 9 p.

3

yds.

lamariontike

$20

Second
Prize

$35

First
Prize

$10

,* CONTEST RULES *
1. Garment must be made entirely from towels
purchased at Roses.
2. Garment may be any fashion from hot pants
to formal gown.
3. Garment may be brought to the store any time
before 11 a.m., Saturday, July 7th, 1973.
4. rtidging will be dc*ie by local home ec,teachers.
5. Winners will be announced at 5 p.m., Saturday,
JUly 7, 1973.
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Car-Pooling Saves
Money, Gas, Energy
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Janet
Watts piled into a car along with
five other persons last Wednesday morning, as she does
every weekday morning. When
the car pulled onto the highway
between Harrodsburg and
Frankfort, she was asleep.
The opportunity to take a nap
sets her apart from the usual
person traveling to work.
While most persons travel to
work alone or with one other
person. Watts rides in a car
pool.
She is secretary to Billy
Lewis, chief deputy commissioner of the Kentucky
Natural
Department for
Resources and Environmental
Protection. She has been in car
pools for most of the six years
she's worked for state government.
She's an "old pro" at the car
pool approach and according to
her there's really nothing to it.
It saves money, gas, and wearand-tear on driver, rider and
car.
"Sure there are some
disadvantages," said Watts,
"but there are disadvantages to
driving alone. I believe the
disadvantages to car pools are
far overrated and the advantages make up for them."
The veteran HarrodsburgFrankfart commuter lists gas,
money and convenience as the
greatest incentives to carpooling. "Working for an environmental protection agency,
I've learned to think that anti-

polution is as good as anything
else.
Watts also thinks the conveniences of car-pooling far
outweigh the inconveniences.
We've never had much trouble
with riders being late or drivers
forgetting to pick someone up.
We don't have much trouble
finding a parking space when
we get to wqrk either. The
driver usually lets us out in
front of the office. There is no
long walk in the rain or the
cold."
The car-pooler says it's true
that if you ride with someone
you won't have a car to run
around in during the day, but
doesn't think that's much of a
problem either. "When ever I
want to go out for lunch or go
shopping, I can usually find
someone to ride with."
Watts says the cold Kentucky
winters gave her one more
reason to join a car-pool. "Not
only do I not have to walk from
the parking lot to the office, but
when I get in the car in the
morning it's already warm.
There's no more freezing till
I'm half-way to work."
Companionship is another
plus on Watt's list. She says she
doesn't worry about car trouble
very much now because if
something goes wrong there are.
others there to help.
"Besides, who really wants to
spend a lot of time sitting in a
car with no one to talk withand if you don't want to talk,
you can sleep. It's a great
convenience."

NR.SACK

REMEMI3ER NOW I
1OLD'0I COULDN'T
FIND W 5NCE"

Survey Shows 63 Per Cent Of Fuel Oil
Retailers Have Had Supplies Cut Back
Although the gasoline shor- (georgia with 40 per cent cuttage is featured in the news this 'tacks registered in both states.
Nationally, 74 per cent of the
summer vacation season, there
are bleakly chill prospects for fuel oil dealers report they have
the homes and institutions that had the prices they pay for
supplies increased.
depend on oil heating.
Among independent gasoline
This is shown in the first retailers so far the Federation
preliminary report of the survey shows 89 per cent handle
special petroleum shortage a branded gasoline, with apsurvey among independent proximately 30 per cent owning
operators ordered by Wilson the station. Almost 50 per cent
Johnson, president of the operate under a leasing
National
Federation
of arrangement, and with the
exception of less than two per
Independent Business.
Data from the computer of cent who report operating under
this first early response to this a franchise, the balance rent.
survey shows that 63 per cent of More than 70 per cent pay a flat
the fuel oil retailers report they rate per gallon.
have been cut back on supplies,
Since the first of the year, 52
averaging 20 per cent. Even per cent report they have been
more ominous is the early result cut back on their supply for an
showing that 40 per cent of the average of 18 per cent.
fuel oil distributors report a
This has resulted in those cut
cutback in supply averaging 37 back being forced to release an
per cent.
average of two employees. On
And perhaps an even more the entire sample, employment
ominous fact of this early return by gasoline retailers is shown to
from the NFIB survey is the have been slashed by 20 per
fact that the data is on a cent. Seventy-five per cent of
national average, with the fuel the retailers report they have
oil situation sampling only cut down on hours of operation.
drawn from 23 states. The other
In response to a query in the
states either do not depend Federation survey of how much
significantly on oil for heating, of a supply cutback they can
or not sufficient time has take before being forced out of
elapsed for returns to come to business, less than one half of
the Federation computer.
one per cent reported that any
The biggest cutback at this cut will force them out, and the
time appears in New Mexico critical point is not reached
where fuel oil dealers report a until the supply is cut 15 per
50 per cent cutback in supplies, cent. At 30 per cent, 43 per cent
followed by Washington and of the independent retailers
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-unbrandreport they would be forced out self-service station
from your
block
half
ed-one
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
of business
MUSIC
location, which has been there
Projecting this against the
and Repair.
U
in- for less than a year, and my PIANO —TTITZN
of
total
estimated
lake; four large
Registered ON KENTUCKY
753-8712.
Cain,
Jerry
for
there
been
has
which
station
service
operated
dependently
bedrooms, 2 baths, large kitchen
Technician
Piano
craftsman
gas
15
bought
has
and
years
stations, a cut of 30 per cent in
breakfast bar,
TFC and living area,
gasoline supplies would result from him for eight years, then Guild.
fireplace, central heat and air,
in the closing of 90,000 retailing refuse to supply you and cause
boat dock, large patio. May be
you to lock the doors, without PIANO
TUNING-Repair - purchased furnished. Phone 436outlets.
Prompt expert 5574.
As they survey shows the any source of supply. And-the rebuilding.
J27C
average independent operator's self-service station remains service. 15 years experience.
business--and
more
open--with
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W. BY OWNER in Gatesborough:
Investment in a retail gasoline
Dyer, Murray, Kentucky, . Phone four bedroom, 2Ais bath home on
establishment is $43,000 this my gas allotment."
Yet another brand gasoline 753-8911,
TFC spacious lot, entry foyer,. large
would wipe out 63,870,000,000 in
Living-dining room, large den or
operator investments, plus over retailer in Wisconsin, who has
been in business for 18 years
a half-million jobs.
rec. room with fireplace, great
WANT TO BUY
kitchen with all built-ms ( double
Less than 55 per cent report and who has had his supply cut
they are aware of the govern- 20 per cent thinks the current WANT TO BUY used furniture, self cleaning ovens, breakfast
ment's voluntary allocation condition a healthy one, saying: any, condition, no appliances, nook with view. Completely
policy, and of those who are "It is my opinion that the Phone 753-8378.
July 23C...carpeted, custom drapes, central
aware of the voluntary policy, present gas situation is healthy
heat and air, large utility room,
15 per cent report their supplier for the industry. I don't know of WANT TO BUY: hay, gram or paneled two car garage with
Is not following the policy. But any industry which gives away clover. Phone 753-3127.
j26Nc electric eye. Built in grill on
mandatory so many services for nothing in
of
the idea
patio. Closets, cabinets and
allocation does not seem to addition to the constant price
storage galore. Phone 753J26C
register too heavily with the wars throughout the country. I WANTED GOOD used console 8965.
J25C
independent retailers as an also believe the oil industry was piano. Phone 753-8115.
HOUSE AND lot in Almo, or will
answer to the question, "should more or less forced to take this
rent for $80.00 per month. Phone
an equitable allocation policy be corrective action to eliminate
NOTICE
LEGAL
J27C
753-5472,
made mandatory for all major the possibility of more governsuppliers?" 76 per cent reply in ment control over their inSHEIMFF'S SALE
dustry.
COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water,
the affirmative.
Notice is hereby given of
"This so-called shortage of
fireplugs. Extra large. High and
Comments accompanying the
a public auction sale of a
dry after rains. $3500.00. Phone
survey indicate that in many gas and fuel was the only
1965 four door Cadillac,
raise
to
industry
the
for
method
Sam Harris 753-8081, June 3ONC
areas the situation is more
mileage unknown. Sale will
citical than in others. A 20 year their prices before the U.S.
be held at 1:00 o'clock P.M.
NEWLY REDECORATED two
veteran gasoline retailer and government and state governon Thursday, July 5, 1973 at
bedroom home, near school.
fuel oil jobber in Kentucky ments increased the additional
the west door of the
Large shady lot, garden, air
sends the Federation a copy of a taxes which they are proposing
Courthouse in Murray,
conditioned, gas furnace.
letter he sent to his Senators at the present time. I also
Kentucky. Auto will be sold
Avallable. 753-3595, 753-5575. J26C
and Congressmen saying: "The believe the oil industry will
for cash to highest bidder
time is now After being in the stand up and tell these
and sales proceed to be
oil and gasoline business, as a politicians where to get off atapplied on a 62,325.00
small jobber, for the past 20 after all, these fellas have the
ZONED BUSINESS, A good two
judgment in case of
bedroom house on 11 acre lot near
years, I find this morning that I investment, so why have
Kathryn Surratt vs. Ernest
am caught in the squeeze government control their
121 Bypass at 915 Coldwater
K. Smith et us.
Road.
between big business and big method of operation."
This thinking is also reflected
government. I'm about to see
Two large apartments or small
business lots of Wkitnell, Glenall these years of struggle and by an Ohio independent
REAL
ESTATE
FOR
SALE
dale and Dudley Streets.
my wholesaler of gasoline, fuel oil
frustration, building
and kindred products who has
business, go down the drain.
Residence and three rental
west of
been supplied by a major ol! TWO LARGE lots
units, $190.00 monthly, at 400 and
"No gasoline-no diesel fuel
on
Murray
Farm
Mason
road.
company for the past 45 years,
402 South 16th, on lot 145' x 195'
for the next ten days and no
and who has had his supplies cut Phone 7534966 between 7:00 and
Two choice residential lots in
promise that next month will be
J25C
back. He says, "There is much 9:00a.m.
Bagwell Subdivision_
any different.
publicity about the independent
For Information or ap"Help must come from you
unbranded petroleum market- KENIANA SHORES-Larg(
people. Not next month, not
pointment to see these properties
er, including cooperatives, not wooded lots for
sale-as little a: call C.O. Bondurant Realty at
next week, but now! Today! If I
being able to retain supply of
6695 with $10 down & $10 per 753-9954 or 753-3460.
close my doors in the morning,
1TC
product. There is also much
month-central water-lake accesswhere do my customers go for
government
the
news about
FOR TRADE
all weather streets. From New
their products? No farm
forcing major oil companies to
Concord drive North East on 444 WILL TRADE new three
gasoline for the farmers-Now!
suppik these accounts.
five miles and follow Keniana bedroom brick house in Murray
No diesel fuel for the farmers'There may be some equity in
July 25C for farm, with or without house.
signs to office.
Now! No diesel fuel for the
the last statement if the major
truckers-Now! No gasoline for all companies were supplying
Phone Mrs. Williams at 762-2557
BY OWNER: spacious house after 5:00p.m.
the truckers-Now! No heating
J27C
the independent or cooperative
in
pool
with
large swimming
oil for 1,000 homes, churches
in the past; however, there is
beautifully landscaped rock
and the county school-Now!
one thing to consider.
garden and privacy; win- BUSINESS OPPORTINITN
No gasoline for resellers ( five
'These independent
tergarden ; large family room
stations closed down) all these
marketers had been buying on
with fireplace; living room,three
people laid off-Now! What
the surplus market for years at
Established Business
bedrooms, 2
happens to my SBA loan when I
baths; fully
a price of two to four cents per
Opportunity
equipped Tappan kitchen;
can't make my payment?Union 76 Service Station
gallon less than the branded
central air and heat. Call 753-8052
Now !
for lease, 4th & Elm St
jobber or wholesaler. They
after 7:00 p.m for ap"This is a critical situation
have stolen our accounts on
Contact:
pointment.
and big government has to bend
J2I3C
price or by offering expensive
Gould
Co., Inc.
Oil
a little so that the valves are
equipment. Now that there is no
Phase 7534093 or 753-9874,
opened again. Not next month,
surplus, their supply is gone and
Murray, Ky.
not next week, but now!
they want the government to
"Buy a big circus tent and put
give them our part of the major
Sam Ervin's Watergate Circus
oil companies' product.
HELP WANTED
on the road and get down to
"This is not right. The
something that is really critical
SALES
CONSULTANT, married,
branded jobbers have paid the
for the great majority of the
with some sales experience
price for years for continued
people. We can all live without
Salary plus commission. Exsupply and the independents do
the political implications of
YOU
'
rP
pected income 8250-$300 per
not deserve our part of the
Watergate, but this country
Tray
week to the right man. Phone 443barrel.
comes to a halt when you shut
Ahead
4595 , Paducah for apwith
off the oil supply!"
pointment.
J28C
Hit.imen
..f
Africa'a
Want
An Idaho operator comalithari Hesert never fight
Ads
ments: "We have 13 locations at each other. savs National
this time that are closed Gt.-ow-whit
, ;
Maintenance Man Needed
because of the lack of gasoline.
p Apply in person to Western
We have 25 per cent of the total
Meow to SelunSm.s Puinie
Puzzle
gasoline that we had at this time- Crossword
Ky. Stage Bus Line in
last year. We have farm acMurray, Ky.
4 Walk
•
ACAOSS
0
counts that we have had to cut
fmnMIC3n6..F2
5 Brimless cap
IMINKSILIMILWWW‘mil
t
S
01103E6 MEM
back and we are not able to
I Greek leder
6 UrcrOductive
I PE
30 ROOki
SALESMAN WITH experience
supply the city water depart7 Part of circle
4 Stoten base
IIEB3 ii
U.11110
8 Openinget
fabbr I
calling on school administrators,
ment with the necessary
Alm
RCMP
MOP
tence
6 Wise men
or someone with some experience
gasoline that they require."
MOO= POMOmum
9 Mini
11 Sober
as a school administrator. Need
Onag OM
nickname
A California brand gasoline
13 Bartered
MODEM R EPOT
10 Moon goddess
15 In.t.aie of 26th
one permanent man from this
retailer writes: "I feel that our
ow 00500 n ER E
12 News-galherPrimer:lent
area, and can use two temsupplier and any or all oil
00M00 0 A
mg organiza16 Ideal
porary men. ( rest of summer
tion labbr I
PcEl 3M1
companies should be made to
18 Chinese mile
19 Spanish article 14 Roadside
6108012111
employment). To both perjustify their rent policy to
restaurant
21 Fruit
EiROMEI
manent and temporary salesman
dealers. I have just recently
17 Journey forth
22 Paradise
400
near
$965
per
month
20 Strip of wood
24 Pierce
drae
renewed my lease at or
51 Woody plant
38 Crates
23 Roman gods
26 Decorate
arrangement would be made For
per cent over what my previous
53 Heavenly body
39 Kite
24 Symbol lor
28 Suffix like
an appointment call between 7
rent was. That is based on old
41 IMertwine
57 Abstract being
samarium
29 Apportions
43 Prayer
58 Latin contuncand 8 a.m. 753-4953.
25 Vegetable
J27C
31 Lamb s pen
rent of $875 per month and a
tion
44 Compass mint
27 Temperate
nwm
new rent of $3,200 per month.
46 Mans
60 Number
33 Teutonic deity 30 Strike
Although these oil companies
62 Railroad
nickname
32 In bed
3.4 Succor
SERVICES OFFERED
labtx
48 Bridge tern,
36 Mediterranean 35 Gratifies
have not pressed to increase
64 Note ol scale
(pl)
Wine
37
cups
island
retail prices, they are backing
38 Symbol tor
EXPERIENCED WORK in
their dealers into a corner so
cerium
landscaping, planting, pruning,
Speech
raise
40
to
but
choice,
they have no
spraying and the making of
42 Monster
their prices, thus no reflection
45 A state (abbe )
(lower beds. Phone 75,1-6051 J26Con the oil companies. When our
47 Writes
49 Challenge
allocation policy was handed
HoRADOCLE'S
BARBER
50 Seasoning
out, we were told not to raise
Shop, Tuesday through Saturda ,
52 Is .11
our prices, not to shorten our
54 Spaniel for
8:30 a.m. 5:00 p.m., after 5:00
yes
retail hours, or be faced with
p.m. by appointment. Phone 75355 Pr.nter s
possible termination notice.
9067. Price $1.25; boys, $1.00. 209
measure
"My service station is far
56 Dec iare again
Walnut Street.
J3ONC
§c coniunctoon
above average. We pump over
61 Cahn
three million gallons of gas
63 Motherly
WILL DO trash and brush
yearly and are being bled by
woman
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
65 Lock of heir
this oil company I can
66 Senior labbr I
753-6130.
TFC
document price discrimination
67 Compass point
and numerous other pricing
DOWN
gimmicks by this and other oil
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
companies."
Custom Built furniture, 6 miles
1 Superiativis
ending
Another branded gasoline
South of Murriy on Hwy. 641.
2 Cylindrical
dealer in rural Kansas writes:
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 4923 Paid notice
Diatr by Uni,did Fe ture Sy kale, et
Why can a jobber supply a
8837
TFC
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Phone Paris,64245
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•Painti
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•Ceilin
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Remodel
IRE STI
Bill Jlou1

/53-09
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Free estimate.
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Sell It With A Classified Ad
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SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

OSBORNE PAINT
CONTRACTING
* REASONABLE RATES
* FREE ESTIMATES

AUTOS FOR SALE

Another View

MGB-GT-1968. New tires. Less
than 4.3,000 actual miles. Overall
excellent condition. Phone 7539777 after 8:00 p.m.
./75P

SEAMLESS GUTTERING, white
enamel finish, never needs
painting. Free estimate. Phone
7534407 or 753-8992. Atkins Gutter
Service, Murray.
July 10C

VOLKSWAGEN SQUAREBACK
- 1969, new engine. In good
condition. Approximately 30 mpg
on open road. Phone 4929J25P
8744.

HOUSE TRAILER, 10'z52', good
condition. Also 1998 Camaro,
needs motor. Phone 436-2379.J25C

Call ... 753-0221

TV Towers
& Antennas
Lowest Prices Ever
TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865

BUICK LASABEtE-1961, good
condition, $175.00. Phone 7530154.
J25C

Steam -Extraction

Carpet Cleaning
SPRING CLEANING SPECIALS

VOLKSWAGEN-1970,
yellow
with black interior. Radio and
white walls, nice car, good
condition. $1075.00. Phone 7538124.
J2I1C

641 PET Shop. Cocker Spaniel
puppies, Chihuahuas, and Irish
Setters. Phone 753-1862 or 753July 24NC
9457.

PEST CONTROL

995

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

II1

CAIN'S GULF
600 W. Main

SAVINGS

TIRES
- OVER 3,000 IN STOCK!! STILL NUMBER ONE IN QUALITY
AND SAVINGS

We Have Steel Belted Radials
In Stock

.1
I CLOSE OUT specials. Moving to
new location behind Tom's Pizza
"I VA6UtLY RECALL THE CONVORVATIONI
Palace to open aP our new
Western Store and a new boot and
2JTI
I
SPOKE
IWO
A
IF
REMEMR
C3
FOR RENT
shoe store. Vernon's corner of 4th5 MOBILE HOME-1970, 8'x35,'
VAE,LAMP 5i-1.APE OR 1ELEF140NE "
& Sycamore. Open Sundays . TFC two bedrooms unfurnished. Also
SIX ROOM newly decorated
1968 Ford
ton pickup. Both in
house, full basement. In city
GAS RANGE, 38," natural or very good condition. Phone 753!DST
&
FOUND
limits on 20 acres of land. Phone
J28P
FOR RENT
propane. Used two years, $50.00. 02119.
436-5353.
J26C
z
Good used Ratunore washer and
HOME-1971,
THREE ROOM suite of offices, LOST MINATURE Dachshund. dryer, like new, $150.00-both. MOBILE
NEATLY FURNISHED apart- central heat and air, carpeted. Has flea collar and vaccination Phone 753-5977.
J25P Richardson, 12'x85', with slide
out, central air, underpenning,
ment, carpeted and air con- Immediate possession. Prime tag No 1127. Last seen at 12th.
Sycamore.
Weighs
five
and
hurricane strap, porch, furlocation.
Phone
Roberts
Realty
ditioned.
Available
by
the
week
;
354 Route No. 1, Murray, Ky.
J30C pounds, has kink in tail. Named DODGE CORONET 440-1965, nished or unfurnished. Set up at
or month. Also one apartment 753-1651.
Mitzie Please call 753-7406. J27C two door hardtop, 318, $175.00. 57 Riviera Courts. Reasonable
Box
Ph. 489-2504 available for fall semester. May
1971 Yamaha Mini Enduro. Very down payment,and assume loan
••• N.•• N.• %%%%%%%%%
•
be seen at Kelly's Pest Control, MOBILE HOME 12'x60', comgood condition $150.00. Phone Phone 75.14427 after 4:00 p.m.
Located at 100 South 13th
pletely furnished, carpeted, air
435-4565.
J25P J25C
eet.
J26C' conditioned, washer and dryer.
NOTICE
Spiders
Shady lot. Located on Highway
Termites
4 LATE 1972--350cc Honda street,
290, three miles east of Murray. WINNER OF the free fabric at
Hit the Road in the all new '73 4,000 miles. Looks new, runs like
Eat Your Home
BRAND NEW two bedroom Phone 753-5038,
your
local
Singer
Sewing
Center.
J27P
Shasta or Golden Fakes'
new. $495.00. Phone 7534564.
apartment, completely furLast week:
was Mrs. Ted
Travel Trailers
J25C
nished. No utilities furnished. FURNISHED HOUSE
and Johnson 1613 Belmont. Register
Starcraft Teat Campers
Phone Budl Stalls days, 753-3474 apartments. Near university. now for this week's give
BEAUTIFULLY
RESTORED
or nights 753-3519.
Roaches
J26C Newly decorated. Boys or girls. away
also LaPaCo Truck Toppers
J27C
authentic pie safe. Phone 75324" all aluminum-$200.00
Czr gin clic
Phone 753-7575 or 753-0669. July
Carry Germs
7616.
July 17C
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky
Sturdi-House Utility Buildings
24C
PESTS
Lake, air conditioned, on water
all sizes-full stock-no TRUCK LOAD sale-Armstong
If You
front lot. Phone 436-2427 after
NOTICE
foundation required.
turck tires, first line;
8:00p.m.
JMC
Miss
Check with us before buying. 825:20 - 10 ply $46.90 + $6.14
We will NOT be undersold.
Please Phone
900x20 - 10 ply $59.18 +$7.33
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
For Your
1000x20- 12 ply $69.95 + $9.10
living
room,
kitchen,
bathroom
Gillespie Motor Co.
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a day the year
Your
Armstong's best highway tread
and shower and bath. One or two
round. Winter asil Summer.
E. Wood S.
truck tires;
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartParis, Tenn.
*825x20 - 10 ply $54.18 + $6.14
ments, South 16th Street, 753Use
Phone 901442-1751
900x20 - 10 ply $65.43 + $7.33
.4609.
July 26C
Hours:
8
a.m.
to
6
p.m.
Mon
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
v Inoculation
1000x20 - 12 ply $76.68 + $9.10
thru Fri., Sat. 8 Lin till 2
If No Results:
Armstrong's best traction type
SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"
v Holy Mix
truck tires;
furnished, private entrance, air
Phone
v Solo
825x20 - 10 ply $65.21 + $7.25
conditioned, refrigerator.
900x20 - 10 ply 271.14 + $8.51
Zimmerman Apartments, South
v Dynanap
16th. Phone 753-6609.
July 26C
16' RUNABOUT boat, 50 H.P. 1000x20 - 12 ply $83.09 + $10.52.
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Johnson motor. Real nice. All Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
See
Then
Murray, Ky.
100 S. 130 Street
July 14NC
sitting on heavy duty trailer. KY.
MOBILE HOME 60'x12', air
Phone 7534914 Day or Nite
J29C
Phone 436-5396.
conditioned, extension on living
After 5:30 p.m. and
YARD SALE, Tuesday and
room, separate dining room.
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Old Concord Rd
Until 6:30 p.m.
15' Wednesday, June 26 and June 27,
TRAILER,
TRAVEL
Couple or two boys preferred.
Licensed by State of Kentucky
Magnolia. Gas or electric. Has 2:00-0:00 p.m., at 301 South 6th
Phone 753-0957.
J25C
Phone 753-8220
ice box, sleeps six. In excellent Street.
J26C
• Member Chamber of Commerce
rwidition Phone 753-9488. J26C
TWO BEDROOM trailer with pull
CB WALIUE talkie and adapout extension, air conditioned,
R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality BULLDOZER WORK;
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER, tor-Realistic,5 watts,6 channel.
truckiii± storage building and water
gravel,
work guaranteed. Business and also
Remington model 866. Excellent New - $110.00. Reasonable.
bank
fill dirt a"" furnished. Phone 489-2513. J25C
residential. Free estimates. topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544138.
condition,$49.00. Phone 753Phone 753-2861 after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
Phone day or night Mayfield 247- or 3544161 after 5:00 p.m.
\ J26C J2INC
9364.
MODERN BEAUTIFUL Valarah
7201.
TFC
1Lee Apts., unfurnished, 2
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
TELEVISION-23," -console, TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A.
bedroom, bath, utility, living
all
like
business
and
would
is
dissolving
Zenith. In good condition, 9125.00. Edison air conditioners. 10,000
CLAYTON & JARVLS Painting steam cleaned. Phone Carpet room, kitchen. Air-conditioned,
TFC
J26P BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00.
statements to be brought up to date and
Phone 753-1354.
Contractors. Homes, churches, Mister 489-2504.
refrigerator, range, garbage
commercial. Free estimate in20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU,
disposal. Carpeted. Phone 753to:
sent
cludes starting and completion KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest.,3865.
COFFEE TABLE,two end tables $285.00. 26,000 BTU $318.40. Roby
J28C
and picture window table, all Sales Highway 68, Benton,
dates,and complete description Control, phone 753-3914 100 South
matching. Phone 753-1471. J26C Kentucky.
of materials to be used. You will 13th Street, "Every day you
July 17C
like our quality and prices. Stop delay lets bugs have their
NOTICE
TFC
TOPPER CAMPER, paneled and
wade call Clayton at 437-4790 or
Insulated with house type rear SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutJuly 10P
437-4712.
ters. Baked on acrylic finish.
WILL MAKE drapes, shades and
door. Fits long wheel base truck,
Guaranteed for 15 years. Call for
cornices.
Phone
753-0655.
JMC
acre
lot
Beautiful.
one
6=5.00.
your additions.,FOR ALL
free estimate Dale Campbell 753with water and sewerage book
remodeling, residential or
July 20C
ALUMINUM SIDING trim and
Grove,
south
Lynn
ups,
2
miles
Free
old.
commercial. New or
gutters. We cover all exposed
Only
miles
from
Murray.
Mx
TFC
estimates. Call 753-6123.
and boat inwood. Custom fit trim. Baked
$2450.00. 1969 Ford Ranger, air, MOBILE HOME
surance.
Broad
coverage.
Low
enamel aluminum siding. All
steering, radial tires, automatic.
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service
rates. Excellent claim service.
aluminum gutters and down
Phone
753$1750.00.
nice,
Real
TFC
Phone Paris,642-6551.
spouts. Free estimates. Phone
JnP Call us before you buy. Galloway
7592.
Insurance & Realty. Phone 753753-8783.
July 3C
5842.
Ittly18NC
CORVAIR-1963, automatic,
NEED TO quit smoking? Relieve
runs good, $125.00. Also maple
your tensions, have us paint your
bunk bed set; early American
house. Very reasonable. Phone
rocker; floor lamp and
753-9700.
J26C
window fan. See at 509 South 7th
J26C
Street.
FOR YOUR building needsComplete 'ome
remodeling additions, new or old,
MAPLE,SPANISH dining ro0111
Remodeling
large or small lobs. Call 753furniture in 5 and 7 piece with
7955
11
July 25C
matching hutch and buffet.
Den furniture in early American,
PAINTING-INTERIOR, exmodern and Spanish. The
/530961
terior, and sheet rock finishing.
Spanish has tables to match with
All work guaranteed. For free
light in base. 20" and 30" ranges;
frost free refrigerators; metal
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank estimates phone Sammie Atkins
Reg. '13.00
wardrobes; utility base and wall
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC Painting & Decorating 4374684.
July 20C
cabinets; gliders with matching
OFFER GOOD TIL
chairs and rockers; patio table
chairs,
and
chairs;
fiberglass
CLEAININGCARPET
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
JUNE 30
boat seats and bar stools; wood
Professional. Commercial or Electric. Complete pump repair
porch swing. Carraway Fur
residential at reasonable prices. service. Let us check your old
niture, 105 North 3rd Street.
Free estimate. Will furnish pump for you before you buy a
J26C
Phone 753-1502.
references Phone Handyman, new one. 24 hour emergency
June 29C service. Phone 753-5543. July 14C
753-5827
GUTTERING BY Sears Sears
seamless gutters, installed per
WASHING. Ex- JOHN'S REPAIR Service
503 Poplar
WINDOW
and
your specifications. Call Larry
parienced. Very reasonable phimbing Aectrical-rnafing
for
free
Lyles at 753-2310
7 5 3-2 34 2
prices. Phone 767-2352, Mr. carpentry . Phone 753-5897 days or
estimate.
TFC
TFC
Thompson.
J28C 753-7625 nights.
$ 17
95
Any Size
Living Room
And Hall

Any Size
Living Room
Dining Room
And Hall
HOW STEAM EXTRACTION WORKS
Jets of steamy hot moisture Penetrate to full depth of
fibers. Loosened soil in suspension is lifted up end out of
carpet by simultaneous vacuum action. There Cr. no
brushes to distort pile or scrub dirt deeper. There is no
after effect from over sudsing. Drying times cid to a
miraculous minimum. Steam cleaning fluffs Pile,
restores luster, and adds years of use and good looks to
your carpeting.

FOR THE best in pest control
service and termite control call
Superior Exterminating Corn
pany, 753-7266.
TFC

:625

Parr

CARPET MASTER

Your Paper

Protect Your Home!

SOYBEANS

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

KELLEY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL

Paper Carrier
First
753-1916

Murray
arehousing Corp.

753-7278

* N-0-T -I-C-E *

B&H TRUCKING

Toy Lee Barnett

NOTICE

•Papering
•Painting
•ranelling
•Ceilin Tile
oug on

July 2-7 Will Be Our Vacation
with the exceptionof only a
Week

skeleton crew in order to handle
emergencies.

Sales Will Be Open and
Parts Available

Summer
Special
-11x14

PORTRAIT
Only $795

Thanks,

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet,
Inc.

L

South 12th Street

Murray, Ky.

Love's
Studio

CAMPER: HARDTOP, pop-up,
six sleeper, two years old, excellent condition. Call 753J30C
1202.
WAHL POODLE clippers. Like
new. Call 7534155 after 5:03
J27P
p.m.
COMBINE, SELF-propelled, A-1
shape, $3500. Call Dover, Tenn.,
615-232-7284 or 615-232-7723 or 615J3ONC
232-7404
MOBILE HOME, 12' x 60' 1972,
two bedrooms, two baths, fully
carpeted with central air. Phone
J30C
7534856 after 5:00 p.m.
4TH JULY specials. Polyester
knits, $1.00 yard. Your local
Singer sewing machine dealer,
J27C
Belaire Shopping Center.
CARPET
CLEANINGEST
cleaner you ever used, so easy
too. Get Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1.00. Big K,
J30C
Belaire Shopping Center.
BEATEN DOWN carpet paths go
when Blue Lustre arrives. Rent
electric shampooer $1. Kwik-PikMarket, Five Points.
J30C
REDUCE SAFE and fast with
GoBese Tablets & E-Vap "water
pills" Holland Drug Store, 109
J27C
South 4th.
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
hearing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. J27C
CONCRETE STEPPING stone
and concrete splash blocks.
Murray Lumber Company, 194
J27C
Maple Street.

Montgomery Ward
1203 Chestnut
Sale, Wednesday only
10 percent off all Returned
Goods
Open till 7 00 P

BOAT, MOTOR and trailer. Can
be seen three miles northeast of
Kirksey or phone Danny Manning
J27C
480-2354 after 5 p.m..

MARLIN LEVER action deer
rifle, model 336, 35 caliber, $60.00.
16' Crownline ski boat with 65
H.P. Mercury motor, trailer and
accessories included, $650.00.
Scuba tanks (2), regulator (
flippers, masks, spear, belt,
light, complete,$40.00. Phone 753J27P
3574.
1965
TRAILER
TRAVEL
Yellowstone 20 ft. self contained,
heated, bath, gas or electric
refrigerator, hot water heater,
stove, sleeps six adults. Phone
J27C
489-2346.
G.E. REFRIGERATOR, 10 years
old, perfect condition. $100.00 or
best offer. 1613 Sunset,hhone 753J27C
7129.
MOBILE HOME-1973, 12'x60',
all electric, storm windows,
double insulted, furnished, like
new, underpenned Also one
trailer space for rent, $25.00
month on private shady lot.
Phone 753-0113 after 5:00 p.m.
J27P
GOOD T.V. tower antenna.
J25C
Phone 753-7955.
WOOD LATHE, router, 22-411
over under gun. All new condition. Also bottle collection.
J28C
Phone 753-8831.
WOOD ARMY bunks, wood
chairs, other odds and ends.
Phone 4364690
J28C

^
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New Orleans Fire
Kills 29 Persons

MONDAY--JUNE 25,

Rev. Winchester's
Rites Held Sunday
At Local Church

NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Most of the 29 persons killed
when fire flashed through a
second-story cocktail lounge in
the French Quarter here were
trapped by burglar bars on
three front windows, authorities
said today.
Fifteen others were injured in
the fire at The Up Stairs
Lounge, which was packed for
the weekly Sunday night beer
bust featuring all you could eat
and drink for $2.
Officials said they were still
investigating the cause of the
blaze and would not comment

urn

Beef Forage Twilight Tour
To Be Held At Local Farm

on reports that an angry patron
A beef forage twighlight tour conditioning or backgrounding
had set the fire.
will be held at the Elkins- calves, grass tetany and herd
Final
rites
for
Rev. B. R.
A survivor said he believed
Winchester, reitred Baptist Ingleheart Farm in Calloway health programming. The
iomebody dashed an indollar importance of beef to the
minister, were conducted by County Tuesday, June 26.
flammable liquid on the stairThe program will start at four purchase area will also be
Rev.
J.
W.
Willia
ms and Rev.
way to the lounge and lit it.
Willis Henson at the First p.m. and the tour will begin at discussed. Dr. Al Parsons will
Fire
Supt.
William
Baptist Church, Murray, on about 4:30. A meal will be also speak on "A Challenge to
McCrossen said homicide invesserved on the tour, provided by the Industry."
Sunda
y at 3:30 p.m.
tigators and the state fire marInterested persons are invited
the
Jackson
Purchase
Active
pallbearers were
shal would take a careful look
Marvin Goodman, Ricky Hill, Production Credit Association to the tour, according to
at reports that "some people
Randall Patterson, Bryon and the Hutson Chemical Howard.
smelled gasoline just before the
Forbu
s, Larry Hurt, Noble Company.
fire." --The farm Is basically a beefSimmons, John Robinson, W. D.
However, he cautioned, such
forage tobacco farm, with about
Kelly.
reports were unconfirmed.
550 cows cared for with fairly
Some small persons managed
Honorary pallbearers were low labor input, accord
ing to
by
to escape
squeezing through
ministers of the Blood River county agent Ted
Funeral services for Ohs K.
Howard.
the burglar bars on the
Baptist Association, deacons of
Sirls, employee of the Murray
Most
of
the
cows
are
lounge's front windows and
the Hazel Baptist Church, Lone Hereford, but crossb
reeding Division of the Tappan Comthen leaping to the street. OthOak Baptist Church, and First with Angus, (larlol
ais,
and pany were held Wednesday at
ers
left
the building by smash(Castinued from Page 1)
Missionary Baptist Church, Sir-mental, has been practic
ed the Filbeck and Cann Funeral
ing a side window and climbed
Benton, along with John Dale of for the past several
STATE-LEVEL REUNION: Three members et
Chapel, Benton, with Bro. Don
acknowledging that "we've onto a fire escape. A few
years.
the
1884-48
state
government administration in Murray.
made
The tour will start at the Olze officiating. Burial was in
hung around with the wrong their way to another fire es- Kentucky had a few minutes to reminisce Saturday night following the Harry
Lee Waterfield
Interment was in the Murray parking lot of the
Governmental Studies Foundation dinner at
people."
Friendship the Fairdealing Cemetery.
Murray State University. On hand to endors
cape in the rear.
Cemet
ery
e
progra
the
m
was
with
former
Sirls, age 62, a resident of 603
Gov.
the Church of Christ, east of
Ned
Breathi
tt, right, during whose administration
"Sure, we're troublemakers,"
The bodies of those who did from
Waterfield, second arrangements by the J. H. Murray
right, served his second term as lieutenant govern
Elm
Street, Murray, died June
on
Highw
Tingle said. ".. it don't do us not make it lay jammed like
ay
1346.
There
or.
Dr.
Harry M.Sparks,second from left and Churchill Funeral
president of Murray State, was superintendent
Home.
will be trucks to transport 18 at the Western Baptist
no good ( here)."
of public instruction in Frankfort during
logs against the front windows, period.
the
same
Rev. Winchester, age 65, died participants to the
A.W. Simmons, Jr., executive vice president of
Cowan said the youths had with four huddled under a
tour. The Hospital, Paducah. He was a
the Bank of Murray and chairman of the
dinner committee, is at the left.
Thursday at the Baptist tour will assemb
been in trouble frequently, with charred grand piano.
le back at the member of the Fairdealing
Memorial Hospital, Memphis, church where the
offenses ranging train drunkmeal will be Church of Christ.
Some of the injured apparent(Photo by Wilson Woolley ) Tenn.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
served.
enness to striking an officer.
ly were hurt in jumping to the
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Discussion will be on Willie Mae Sirls, Benton;
—these are young people you street.
Margarette Kendall Win- establishing and manag
keep trying to help," the supering daughter, Mrs. Barry Lamb of
Authorities said there was Sen. William Sullivan
chester, 1611
Kirkwood, alfalfa, improving the quality Benton Route Four; two sons,
intendent said.
only one woman among the
Murray; four daughters, Mrs. and quantity of pasture, James Don Sirls of Benton
Tingle and Dobson were dead.
Dwane (Jeanette) Boyd, Mrs. systematic crossbreedin
among five prisoners who held
Fire headquarters is but
g, pre- Route Four and Bobby K. Shia
Richard (Jean) Neel, Mrs
of Benton Route Seven; sister,
several hostages at Eddyville three blocks away. Units were
Mary (Jeruut) Lassiter, and
Mrs. Reba Henson of Murray;
about nine months ago. The in- on the scene in two minutes,
Miss Judy Winchester; one
four brothers, Homer Sirls of
cident also ended without blood- said Supt. William McCrossen.
sister, Mrs. Cullen (Lourelle)
Benton Route Five, Clay Sins of
shed, with Dobson receiving an- The fire was out 16 minutes latForrest; two brothers, E. D.
Detroit, Mich., Vernon Skis of
er.
other five years and Tingle unBy Dwain McIntosh
Kentucky's budget for the director of alumni affairs
at Winchester and Rev. Leon
Adolph Medina, 32, of San
der indictment.
Massive state, city and current biennium is $341 billion,
The funeral for Herman Hardin Route One, and Rex
Murray State and chairman of Winchester; six grandchildren.
Antonio, Tex., said flames en- county budgets were described compared to a billion dollars for
Edmond Newsome of the Gobo Sirls of Murray; four grandthe Waterfield Foundation
gulfed the bar in a short, panic- as indicators of a trend away the biennium beginning in 1966.
community was held Friday at children.
drive, explained its purpose to
ridden moment after fire broke from a concentration of power Louisville's budget for the
two
p.m. at Miller Chapel
- the audience.
out on the front stairway
at the federal level during the coming fiscal year is $52
Church with Clyde Wade and
Dr
Harry
M. Sparks, Murray
(Continued trim Page I)
A bartender set up a bar on Harry Lee Waterfield Govern- million, and the Hender
Curtis Hayden officiating.
son city- State president, and former
and the Kentucky Council on the sidewalk across the street mental Studies Foundation county budget for 1973-74 will
Burial was in the church
be
Gov
Edwar
d
T.
iNedl
Public Higher Education have and did a brisk business with Dinner at Murray State more than SI": million.
cemete
ry.
Breathi
tt
of
Hopkinsville also
the spectators.
University Saturday evening,
Newsome, age 57, a farmer of
He pointed out that many made
approved the university exbrief
comme
nts.
June 23.
the Gobo section, died Thursday
governmental businesses have Breathitt, who was the
penditure for the project.
governor
State Sen. William Sullivan of been run by "on-the-job
at the Community Hospital,
Both Hogancamp and Barduring Waterfield's second
E.D.
(Ditzleir) Duncan,
Henderson predicted that the trainees" in the past. While
tholomy acknowledged the
term as lieutenant governor, retired farmer of Puryear, Mayfield.
present "transfer of power from pointing out that on-the-job
(Csatinaed from Page Ii
The deceased is survived by
cooperation and the special
quipped to Waterfield, "If you'll Term., died Saturday at the
his wife, Mrs. Esther Riley
effort made by Dr. William P. emphasized areas of agreement the federal to state and local training to a limited extent is let me, Harry Lee. I'll
home
of
a
daughter, Mrs. W. B.
sign on
Mrs. Bessie Coles of Hazel
Newsome; three daughters,
McElwain, state commissioner and hope while glossing over governments" will continue. not necessarily bad, he warned tonight as a Waterfield
man." Morris, Memphis, Tenn. He was
Route
Two
succumbed
Mrs.
Eunice
of health, and Mrs. Anita differences in such areas as And he warned that local that government has grown
Simpso
n
of
Water Saturday at 12:50
Piano music during the 77.
p.m. at the
Valley
,
Payton. program represen- achieving a Middle East settle- governments are "ill-equipped too fast to rely on that concept dinner was provided
and Miss Donna
Duncan, along with his farby Kathy
Weeview Nursing Home. She
to meet the challenge."
Newso
any longer.
tative in the health facilities ment.
me
and
Miss
Barbar
a
Hunt,
a junior at Murray State ming duties also served as
was 91 years of age.
Some highlights of the docuSpeaking to about 200 people
Newsome, both of Mayfield Rt.
program of the state health
"Do you know of any suc- from Paducah, and
Vicki custodian at Puryear School for 5;
Her husband, George Coles,
who turned out for the fund- cessful business today that
two
department, in obtaining the ment:
brother
s, Leon and died
Collison, a junior from several years. Born September
April 2, 1962. Mrs. Coles
—Nixo
n
raising
has
accept
kick
ed
off
an
to
establish the relies on on-the-job trainees to Washington,
Ernest Newsome, both of
inHill-Burton grant.
Ind., and the 15, 1895, in Henry County,
was a member of the Martins
Mayfie
ld
To be located on North 16th vitation to visit Moscow again foundation honoring Waterfield, run the show" he asked. reigning Miss Murray
Rt.
5;
two
sisters
,
State. Term., he was the son of the late
Mrs. Dora Collins and Mrs. Otis Chapel United Methodist
Street at the west edge, of the in 1974, and summit talks on a two-time former lieutenant -Government has simply presented several
vocal solo Mr. and Mrs. George Duncan.
Church. Born June M, 1881, in
regular
basis
govern
are
or
envisio
of
Kentuc
ned
by
ky
campus, the center will include
and 1932 become too complex to be ad- numbers.
He was a member of the Collins of Paducah, and two Trigg County, she was the
the
two
Murray
countri
State alumnus, Sullivan ministered by other than skilled
es.
43,750 square feet of finished
Waterfield, currently a Puryear United Methodist grandchikiren.
daughter of the late Rev. T.L.
—The President and the emphasized the growing need and trained individ
space. It will house therapy
uals."
membe
r of the Murray State Church.
Shelton and Aurilla Holland
rooms, special sound-treated chairman of the Soviet Commu- for career people in governAlso appearing on the board of regents, served
The deceased was married to
six
Shelton.
facilities for hearing evaluation nist party belleie their nations mental service
program to endorse the terms in the Kentucky
Edna
May Atkins, who
House
of
The deceased is survived by
should
aim for a total of $2 bilThe president pro tern of the establishment of the foundation
and hearing aid fitting, obRepresentatives, including two survives, on May 3, 1914. Other
four daughters, Mrs. G.B.
servation rooms, classrooms, lion to $3 billion of trade during Kentucky Senate said he were Marshall County judge- as speaker, as well
as his terms survivors are two daughters,
(Prudye) Adams and Mrs.
believes cities and counties in elect Mike Miller of Benton
library, lecture room, reading the next three years,
as lieutenant governor.
Final rites for Lawrence E. James E.(Iva) Nesbitt, both
Mrs. W. B. (Loretta) Morris of
seemin
gly
increas
of
modest goal ining numbers will be "out representing local government
room, conference rooms, and
As the presiding officer in one Memphis, Tenn., and Mrs. Baker, brother of Dale Baker of Hazel Route Two, Mrs.
asmuch as such trade for the looking for graduates with the officials and Steve Hamric
Hilda
clinic and teacher offices.
k, a chamber or the other of the Morcle Keane of Mount Tr -City, were held Saturday at Foster of Hazel
Route One, and
Barthoiomy said the building past 12 months is estimated at required administrative skills 1973 political science graduate, Kentucky Genera
l Assembly for Prospect, Ill.; three sons, Cecil two p.m. at Miller Funeral Mrs. Ralph Doris)1
to procure continuously the representing the studen
Robertson
will have all the requirements about $1.3 billion.
t six sessions, he holds the Eugene Duncan of Jasper, Fla., Chapel, Metrolpolls, Ill., with of Murray Route
Four; three
—The two leaders "stressed maximilm product for each viewpoint.
as specified by federal
distinc
tion
Thoma
Rev.
of
s
Dee
having
Dunca
T.
n
Speer
served
and
officia
sons,
Max
ting.
Clarence Coles of Murray
regulations for handicapped the need to bring an early end dollar expended."
AW Simmons, Jr., executive longer in that role
than any Duncan, both of Route Two, Burial was in the Antioch Route Sevin, Hillman and
to the military conflict in CamHe said the establishment of vice-president of the Bank
people.
other
of
man in the history of the Puryear, Tenn.; 27 grand- Baptist Church C,emetes7 at Hubert Coles, both of
Hazel
He stressed the two-fold bodia" and stated "the political the foundation and the proposal Murray, served as master of state.
children; 42 great gran- Rosebud.
- --- Route Two; two sisters, Mrs.
purpose of the facility- futures of Vietnam, Laos and for a chair of governmental ceremonies for the dinner
Water
childr
field
Baker,
en;
age
one
offici
64, a resident of Cozy Phillips of Louisville and
great great
ally
primarily to diagnose and to Cambodia should be left to the studies at Murray State could program. Mancil J. Vinson, presented his
Metropolis, Ill., died Wed- Mrs. Vera Holland of Paduca
collection of grandchild.
h;
rehabilitateepople with com- respective peoples to deter- hardly be more timely. He paid
papers and mementos that
Duncan was the brother-in- nesday at the
Massac twelve grandchildren; twentymunicative problems, with mine, free from outside inter- high tribute to Waterfield:
reflect
law
the
Memori
30
of
years
Mrs.
al
of
T.
Hospita
his
W.
public
l there.
Nesbitt of
four great grandchildren.
"No other Kentuckian more
secondary purpose of training ference." There was no menand political career to the Hazel, Mrs. L. P. Humphreys of
Survivors are one daughter,
Rev. Coy Garrett, Rev. R.G.
Murray State students for tion of halting arms aid to U.S. richly deserves the honor which
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